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Abstract 
The study of vegetation‒atmosphere exchanges is today of great interest in order to 
understand and model plant responses to environmental conditions and their potential 
influence on global climate change. A special attention is usually given to carbon dioxide 
(CO2) fluxes and, in general, natural ecosystems such as forests received more attention. In 
the present work we investigated vegetation‒atmosphere interactions over vineyards, 
focusing on the annual carbon budget and turbulent transport processes driving exchanges 
of mass and energy. 
Vineyard is a complex ecosystem with distributed sources/sinks of scalars (water 
vapour, carbon dioxide, heat), where vines and soil surface combine to give the overall flux 
of the canopy. In Northern Italy vineyard inter-row is often grassed, playing then an 
important role in the whole carbon budget. In this context, the partitioning of net ecosystem 
CO2 exchange (NEE) into soil and vine components deserves a special attention. We 
monitored vineyard NEE applying the eddy covariance (EC) method for three years, while 
soil CO2 flux measurements have been carried on using soil chambers (transparent and 
dark). In 2015, the annual carbon budget of the vineyard was about ‒ 80 g C m‒2 y‒1, 
however the largest part of carbon assimilation was due to grassed soil compartment (‒ 60 
g C m
‒2
 y
‒1
). The interannual variability of seasonal carbon budget showed to be high and 
significantly affected by heat waves and drought spells in summer. During the growing 
season of 2014, characterized by plenty of rainfall, NEE reached its maximum value of 
about ‒ 250 g C m‒2. 
The organization in rows of the vineyard determines a peculiar turbulent transport 
dynamics within the canopy. However, the morphological structure of the vineyard is 
greatly variable over the year, shifting from an empty canopy during vine dormancy to 
dense foliage in summer. We investigated the influence of foliage development on 
turbulence statistics deploying a vertical array of sonic anemometers. Turbulent flow 
showed to be greatly influenced by canopy structure. Without leaves, turbulent regime is 
typical of a rough‒wall boundary layer flow, whereas at full foliage development it 
assumes the features of a mixing‒layer flow, even if the inflection point at canopy top is 
weak, due to sparseness of the vineyard. Coherent structures involved in momentum 
transport and their temporal scales have been also investigated, showing the increasing 
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importance of sweeps throughout the growing season. The average duration of dominating 
coherent structures was in the order of 6 ‒ 10 s and no clear influence by canopy structure 
evolution was detected. 
The research demonstrated the importance of long‒term monitoring of vegetation‒
atmosphere exchanges, and also the complexity of turbulent transport dynamics in the 
canopy space. However, only a thorough comprehension of this mechanics could lead to a 
solid interpretation of the role of vegetation in fundamental biogeochemical cycles. 
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Riassunto 
Lo studio delle interazioni tra vegetazione e atmosfera è oggi un tema di grande 
interesse nell’ottica di migliorare la comprensione della risposta delle piante alle variabili 
ambientali e la modellizzazione del loro ruolo nel cambiamento climatico globale. 
Particolare attenzione è di solito rivolta ai flussi di anidride carbonica (CO2) e, in genere, 
gli ecosistemi naturali come le foreste hanno ricevuto una maggiore attenzione. In questa 
ricerca sono state studiate le interazioni vegetatione-atmosfera su una coltura agraria 
importante per il bacino mediterraneo, quale il vigneto, focalizzandosi sul monitoraggio del 
bilancio annuale di carbonio e approfondendo lo studio della meccanica del trasporto 
turbulento che è alla base degli scambi di energia e materia. 
Il vigneto è un sistema complesso con diverse sorgenti e sink di scalari (vapore 
d’acqua, anidride carbonica, calore), in cui le due principali componenti, vite e suolo, 
compongono il flusso totale della canopy in un rapporto che varia nel corso dell’anno. Nei 
vigneti del Nord Italia, l’interfila è solitamente non lavorata e inerbita, giocando un ruolo 
importante nel bilancio del carbonio del sistema. In questo contesto, risulta cruciale la 
ripartizione dello scambio netto di CO2 dell’ecosistema (Net Ecosystem Exchange, NEE) 
nelle componenti suolo e vite. Nel corso di questa indagine, la NEE di un vigneto è stata 
monitorata per tre anni utilizzando la tecnica micrometeorologica dell’ eddy covariance 
(EC), mentre la misura dei flussi di CO2 al suolo è stata effettuata con camere (a cupola 
trasparente e oscura). Nel 2015, il bilancio annuale di carbonio del vigneto è stato di circa 
‒ 80 g C m‒ 2 a‒ 1, dimostrando quindi la capacità di agire da sink, ma la maggior parte 
dell’assimilazione è risultata legata al suolo inerbito (‒ 60 g C m‒2 a‒1). In ogni caso, il 
sistema ha dimostrato un’elevata variabilità interannuale del bilancio del carbonio 
stagionale, in cui ondate di calore e periodi di siccità estivi hanno giocato un ruolo 
primario. Nella stagione 2014, caratterizzata da un regime di precipitazione abbondante, la 
NEE ha raggiunto il valore massimo di circa ‒ 250 g C m‒2. 
L’organizzazione del vigneto in filari determina una particolare dinamica del trasporto 
turbolento dentro canopy. Inoltre, la struttura morfologica del vigneto è altamente variabile 
durante il corso dell’anno, passando da una canopy praticamente vuota nel periodo di 
dormienza della vite a una situazione dove il fogliame è denso e concentrato nelle file al 
culmine della stagione vegetativa. L’influenza dello sviluppo della densità fogliare sulle 
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statistiche della turbolenza è stato studiato installando un profilo verticale di anemometri ad 
ultrasuoni. Il flusso turbolento è risultato fortemente influenzato dalla struttura della 
canopy. Senza foglie, il regime turbolento è caratteristico di un flusso di parete, mentre con 
lo sviluppo completo del fogliame assume le proprietà tipiche di un flusso con mixing‒
layer, sebbene il flesso al limite superiore della canopy sia poco accentuato, a causa della 
bassa densità fogliare del vigneto. Infine, è stata condotta un’analisi specifica delle strutture 
coerenti coinvolte nel trasporto di quantità di moto e sulle loro scale temporali. 
L’importanza di eventi discendenti che trasportano aria più veloce del flusso medio 
(sweeps) è aumentata nel corso della stagione. La durata media delle strutture coerenti 
dominanti è stato nell’ordine di 6 ‒ 10 s e, in questo caso, non è stata riscontrata nessuna 
chiara correlazione con lo sviluppo della struttura della canopy. 
Lo studio ha messo in evidenza l’importanza del monitoraggio a lungo termine degli 
scambi tra vegetazione e atmosfera, ma anche la complessità dei fenomeni di trasporto 
turbolento che li caratterizzano. Tuttavia, solo la piena comprensione della meccanica di 
questi processi può portare alla corretta interpretazione del ruolo della vegetazione nei cicli 
biogeochimici più fondamentali. 
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Chapter I: 
General introduction 
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Exposed to large and periodical variation of microclimate, influencing themselves 
many of its features, terrestrial plants are rarely in equilibrium with the surrounding 
environment, rather exchanging substantial amounts of energy and mass. The study of the 
interactions between vegetation and the atmosphere has a long history. Yet, it is still a very 
active field of study, both for the very practical implications directly related to agricultural 
and forest productivity and for the more actual concerns related to climate change. 
The understanding of the structural and functional properties of plant canopies has 
been crucial to the development of basic and applied micrometeorology, gradually 
stimulating the increasing awareness of the key role of surface properties on energy 
partitioning and the regulation of fundamental mass exchanges between Biosphere, 
Geosphere and Atmosphere. The flux of water vapor – the evapotranspiration – has always 
received deep attention, due to the many and crucial implication on the hydrological 
balance of the land, on the agricultural productivity and on the efficient management of 
irrigation. More recently, fluxes of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse‒gases drew 
the attention of scientist working on natural and managed vegetation, leading to a better 
knowledge of crucial environmental dynamics and fundamental biogeochemical cycles. 
To a keen observer, the study of vegetation‒atmosphere interactions is a clear 
paradigm of a steady, progressive and fascinating advancement of scientific knowledge, 
that nicely combines several fields and competences – fundamental and environmental 
physics, plant physiology and morphology, fluid mechanics and thermodynamics –, 
requiring a wide range of technical skills to disentangle a complex picture of interactions. 
This word is really crucial, as it epitomizes the very fundamental feature of vegetation 
canopies: the intricacy of feedbacks between structure and function, between physics and 
physiology, between geosphere and biosphere, all these playing a winning role in sustaining 
life and mitigating the asperities of the bare physical environment. 
Being at the floor of the atmospheric boundary layer, the study of vegetation canopies 
has been a mainstay of experimental research in micrometeorology for many years. The 
word canopy has itself a long history: the English language loaned it from the Old French 
word conope (canapé, in Modern French), meaning “bed‒curtain”. The French words 
derived from Medieval Latin canopeum, dissimilated from Latin conopeum. Romans 
introduced the word from the Greek κωνωπείον, that stands for the “Egyptian couch with 
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mosquito curtains” from κώνωψ (mosquito, gnat) which is of unknown origin. The same 
word (canapé) in French, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese now means “sofa, couch”. 
However, the very first attempts to study and understand its role in energy partitioning and 
governing water vapor release into the atmosphere has been initially quite primitive, 
considering the most common canopy used in these research ‒ the natural grass ‒ as a 
green, wet, and rough carpet, with a limited depth. Nonetheless, the measurements taken 
close to this intriguing boundary of the lower atmosphere sparked out the very first 
understanding of the drag experienced by wind in the boundary layer (Taylor, 1918) and of 
thermodynamics of evaporation (Bowen, 1926). At that time, the view of turbulent 
transport was understandably simplified, proposing an analogy with molecular diffusion 
that had its pivotal concept in the Austausch coeffizient proposed by Schmidt (1925), that 
has been practically used until the 80’s. In this long span of time, a steady advancement of 
practical and theoretical knowledge about canopy properties and processes took place 
anyway, peaking with the contribution of Penman (1948) and his scholar Monteith (1963, 
1965), which were able to merge aerodynamic and thermodynamic determinants of 
evaporation in a unique model, and apply it satisfactorily to natural surfaces and plant 
canopies. 
Even at that time, the awareness of a more complex and realistic picture of vegetation, 
which can be rarely simplified to a plain surface, was not completely uncommon. Several 
Authors were actively seeking a thorough knowledge of the internal canopy microclimate, 
which should consider the complex radiative regime and wind flow as influenced by the 
foliage. These Authors were rejecting the reduction of the complexity of the canopy to a 
simple homogeneous layer where sources and sinks of every property coincide. Already in 
1963, just after John Monteith had presented his model to the Symposium on 
“Environmental Control of Plant Growth” held in Canberra, several researchers (Philip, 
Swinbank, Businger, Inoue) questioned his simplified approach. Actually, among the same 
proceedings, Eichi Inoue was attacking the complexity of canopy microenvironment with a 
very detailed study of internal profiles of momentum and scalar quantities. Indeed, the 
Japanese school of Agricultural Meteorology was carrying out throughout all the 60’s a 
very thorough work on canopy micrometeorology, with a long series of contributions 
(especially by Inoue and Uchijima), which culminated with Uchijima and Wright (1964). 
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However, these very nice contributions from Japan became gradually less known, and 
finally faded away. 
Main focus of all these studies was on water consumption of crop canopies, and the 
improvement of crop productivity. Fluxes of carbon dioxide were rarely measured, because 
of technical obstacles. Gradually, however, the need to understand plant growth increased, 
together with a raised attention to forest ecosystems. Field measurements, based on the 
classical flux‒gradient approach that was holding since decades, when performed above 
these tall canopies, were often questionable. The faith in the flux‒gradient approach had in 
the paper by Thom (1975) the final celebration, but soon after several researchers – most of 
them from Australia – raised a motivated criticism to this approach (Raupach, 1979; 
Denmead, 1985). 
The concern about the fundamental mechanics of transport, however, did not hurt 
much the research community, as the study of vegetation‒atmosphere interactions did 
benefit from a fundamental technological help, i.e. the availability of instruments to 
practice the eddy covariance technique. The focus shifted from the wish to understand 
fundamental properties of plant canopies to the practical commitment of measuring fluxes, 
and that was easily accomplished deploying one set of instruments above the canopy, and 
let it run. 
Internal canopy space then gradually received a faded attention for years, with most 
researchers working just on “fluxes” and only few still engaged in understanding its 
intricacies (Raupach and Thom, 1981; Shaw et al., 1983; Baldocchi and Hutchinson, 1987, 
1988; Leclerc et al., 1990; Finnigan, 2000). In this work, we took the commitment to study 
the carbon fluxes of a vineyard, but also tried to describe and understand the complex 
relationship between canopy structure and its microclimate. We focused especially on the 
momentum fluxes and turbulent regime, trying to relate turbulent statistics to the evolution 
of canopy density and morphology. Although seemingly abstract and theoretical, we 
believe that these studies have profound implications also in the practical management of 
crops, improving their general sustainability and maximizing the efficiency of resource use. 
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Chapter II: 
Study of the annual carbon budget of a temperate‒climate 
vineyard 
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1 Introduction 
The monitoring of vegetation‒atmosphere exchanges has gained great importance in 
the last decades. In the second half of the past century the research focus was mainly on 
improving agricultural productivity. Therefore, a lot of effort has been done studying the 
response of agricultural crops to environmental forcing, with a special attention on 
evapotranspiration flux in order to correctly manage irrigation requirements. However, in 
the early 1990s the attention shifted to the study of natural ecosystem responses to climate. 
This change was driven by the increasing awareness of global warming effects due to 
greenhouse gas emissions. Since vegetation plays an active role in the global atmospheric 
CO2 budget through uptake by photosynthesis and release by respiration, it was mandatory 
to clarify the magnitude of these fluxes for major vegetation types. Thanks to these research 
effort, it has been confirmed that vegetation is a sink of CO2, that today is estimated to be 
around 30% of total emissions (Le Quéré et al., 2015). In addition, studies on the 
performance of ecosystems under different and extreme environmental conditions are 
fundamental to improve the ability to model and predict vegetation role under future 
climate scenarios. In this context, the monitoring of vegetation‒atmosphere exchanges in 
natural ecosystems, especially forests, received increasing attention leading to the 
establishment of regional networks of flux measurements in North America (Running et al., 
1999) and Europe (Aubinet et al., 2000) in the late 1990s. Later, a coordinated effort was 
established to monitor fluxes at the global scale with the FLUXNET network (Baldocchi et 
al., 2001), which greatly helped on the harmonization of methodologies and data 
availability. 
Although conceived already in the fifties (Swinbank, 1951), only recently scientific 
and technological developments allowed for the establishment of the eddy covariance (EC) 
method as the more reliable and robust technique to measure long‒term ecosystem fluxes 
(Baldocchi, 2003). This method gives a direct measure of scalar fluxes (water vapor, carbon 
dioxide, heat, etc.) above the surface, without the use of any empirical equations. Like 
every micrometeorological measurements, instruments are placed in free atmosphere 
without altering the environmental conditions of the underlying vegetation. Traces gases as 
CO2 are transported by turbulent ‒ upward and downward ‒ motions of air, which are 
sampled to determine the net flux of mass moving across the canopy‒atmosphere interface. 
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The theoretical framework of the EC technique is the conservation equations describing the 
time rate of change of scalar concentration at a fixed point in space. Under ideal conditions 
the conservation equation can be simplified such that the vertical turbulent flux measured at 
a certain height is equal to the molecular flux at the surface (Baldocchi et al., 1988). The 
average flux is computed from the covariance between the fluctuations of vertical wind 
component (𝑤′) and scalar concentration (𝑐′), 𝐹 = 𝜌 𝑤′𝑐′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , where ρ is air density. In order 
to correctly sample turbulent transport, fast ( 10 Hz) and synchronous sampling of w and c 
is required. The applicability of the method requires steady‒state conditions, horizontal 
homogeneity and extensive flat surface, in order to make horizontal transport negligible 
over a reference time interval. 
Despite site requirements, EC is nowadays the most used technique worldwide to 
measure vegetation‒atmosphere fluxes offering several advantages. The spatial resolution 
of the method is suitable to sample whole ecosystem flux as it provides, with measurements 
at one point, an area‒integrated average of the exchange between vegetation and the 
atmosphere (Baldocchi et al., 1988). Additionally, the temporal scale ranges from hours to 
years, allowing continuous and long‒term monitoring of ecosystem fluxes (Baldocchi, 
2003).  
The ecosystem CO2 flux measured by the EC method is often called net ecosystem 
exchange (NEE) being the sum of two large opposite fluxes: ecosystem respiration (RECO) 
and gross primary productivity (GPP). In order to achieve a better understanding of the 
relative importance of processes governing ecosystem functioning, the partitioning of NEE 
into GPP and RECO is desirable. Furthermore, eddy covariance fluxes are today widely used 
for calibration and validation of ecosystem models. In this context, the partitioning of NEE 
into its components is often achieved using flux‒partitioning algorithms (Reichstein et al., 
2005). However, plant canopies are usually complex systems, where multiple sources and 
sinks are distributed across a layer, not easily represented as a simple surface. Focusing on 
soil compartment, direct measurements of underlying fluxes can be achieved using 
chambers. Dark chambers have been used to measure soil respiration (RSOIL), while 
transparent chambers can measure the NEE of grassed soil (Riederer et al., 2014). Several 
authors used both soil chambers and eddy covariance to cross‒validate the two techniques 
under different conditions (Goulden et al., 1996; Van Gorsel et al., 2007). 
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The major part of long‒term ecosystem flux measurements have been carried out in 
forest sites, due to the primary role played by these biomes as sink of CO2 globally. 
However, other types of natural and managed ecosystems have been monitored, reaching a 
general overview of NEE seasonal patterns for different plant functional types (Table 1 in 
Baldocchi, 2008). Among them, agricultural crops are shown to achieve the highest short‒
term rates of carbon uptake, but their annual budget is usually positive or close to neutral 
due to long periods when the land is bare, therefore losing carbon. However, perennial 
crops (e.g. vineyards, orchards, olive trees) can behave differently: they grow a permanent 
woody structure, stand undisturbed in the same field for decades, originate woody pruning 
debris, and are often grass‒covered. Only few long‒term studies have been performed over 
this kind of crops (Pitacco and Meggio, 2015). These canopies are characterized by high 
structural variability and, often, the floor of vineyard inter‒rows is grassed, leading to the 
coexistence of two vegetation components with different annual cycles. The grass cover is 
active during the mayor part of the year, while the annual cycle of grapevine begins in 
spring with bud break and terminates in autumn with leaf fall, followed then by winter 
dormancy. Therefore, vineyard NEE is determined by the combination of grass and vine 
performances along the year. 
In order to study vineyard‒atmosphere exchanges, an eddy covariance station has been 
set up in a flat extensive vineyard in Northern‒East Italy. The flux measurements started in 
May 2014 and are still ongoing as part of a long‒term monitoring program. In the following 
discussion we will analyze interannual variability of CO2 fluxes for the growing seasons of 
2014, 2015 and 2016. Additionally, a detailed comparison of NEE with soil CO2 flux 
measured by chambers will be discussed focusing on year 2015. General considerations on 
the annual carbon budget of vineyard and NEE partitioning into grapevine and soil 
components will be given. 
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2 Methods 
 Site description 2.1
Eddy covariance measurements have been carried out in an extensive flat vineyard 
(Vitis Vinifera), cv Sauvignon Blanc grafted on 3309C, located in North‒Eastern Italy 
(45°44'25.80"N 12°45'1.40"E). The vineyard, established in 2001, is about 33 ha with vine 
rows oriented to 35 ‒ 125 °N. Rows are spaced 2.2 m apart and are approximately 0.5 m 
wide, while the canopy height at full development is 2 m. The vineyard inter‒rows are 
covered by permanent grass, regularly mowed during the season and the soil below plants is 
chemically weeded for a strip of about 0.7 m. 
 
Fig. 1 Eddy covariance tower at Lison di Pramaggiore, NE Italy (a), satellite image of the vineyard (b) and 
wind rose plot for 2015 (c). 
The 5 m high, self‒supporting lattice tower is located in the southern part of the field, 
in order to have the most homogenous fetch. The area is characterized by a regular sea 
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breeze regime, with average morning wind direction from N ‒NE and turning in the 
afternoon to S ‒ SW. 
The area is part of the so‒called lower plain Venice region. The soil consists mainly of 
fine sediments and silty matrix, deposited by pristine rivers, as well as by more recent 
fluvial deposits, usually giving the coarser fraction. To these have been added lagoon 
sediments and marsh, which are dominated by clay fraction. 
Yearly average temperature is between 12.5 and 13.5 °C, while yearly average rainfall 
is in the range of 800–1100 mm. These climatic features made viticulture a successful and 
widespread crop, so far not requiring irrigation input. However, in the recent years farmers 
started to provide additional water supply to maintain high quality production even during 
the recurring summer heat waves and drought spells. 
 Instrumentation 2.2
Flux measurements have been conducted using a CPEC200 closed‒path system 
(Campbell Scientific, Inc., Logan, UT, USA), that is composed of a CSAT3A sonic 
anemometer and EC155 closed‒path IRGA. Sonic and IRGA measurements have been 
synchronously polled and collected by a CR3000 datalogger (Campbell Scientific, Inc., 
Logan, UT, USA) with a sampling frequency of 20 Hz. The instruments have been 
deployed at 4 m height, that is two times the vegetation height at full development. The 
sonic anemometer has been mounted pointing towards East, in order to have the maximum 
number of periods with good data according to local wind regime. Fetch was adequate for 
the prevailing wind directions. 
In addition, several ancillary meteorological variables have been monitored. Short‒
wave and long‒wave radiation have been measured using a CNR4 net radiometer (Kipp & 
Zonen) placed at 4.5 m on the top of a row, in order to have the best representative footprint 
of the canopy. At the top of the tower, standard meteorological variables (air temperature, 
humidity and pressure, wind speed and direction, rainfall) have been collected using 
Vaisala WXT520 integrated meteorological sensor. Soil temperature has been monitored at 
several depths (0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50 m) and water content has been measured at 0.04, 
0.10 and 0.20 m using Decagon 5TM and CSI CS616 probes, respectively. Soil heat flux 
has been measured at four locations along a diagonal transect between two rows at 0.08 m 
depth using Hukseflux HFP01 plates. All meteorological variables have been collected 
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every 1 s and soil variables every 15 s, whereas statistics have been saved every 30 
minutes. 
Soil CO2 flux measurements have been carried out using an automatic dynamic 
chamber system Li-8100 (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA). The system was 
composed by six soil chambers connected to an infrared gas analyzer (LI-8100) by a 
dedicated multiplexer (LI-8150). In addition, soil temperature and soil water content probes 
have been measured close to each chamber. Every 30 minutes, fluxes were estimated from 
the rate of CO2 concentration change inside the chamber during a close time of 2 min 35 s. 
After each chamber measurement a dead‒band of 45 s was included. Five dark chambers, 
measuring soil respiration, have been deployed over different soil conditions: chemically 
weeded row; grassed inter‒row; manually weeded inter‒row and “trenched” plot, an area 
where root growth was avoided by a fine‒mesh fabric in order to measure heterotrophic 
respiration. One transparent chamber has been placed on the grassed inter‒row, measuring 
grass Net Primary Productivity (NPP). 
 Data processing 2.3
Eddy covariance raw data have been saved in daily files, separated later into 30‒min 
chunk files. The raw data processing has been performed using Li-Cor EddyPro® open 
source software. Standard processing and corrections (despiking, double axis rotation and 
spectral corrections) for EC measurements have been applied. Statistics, quality parameters 
and fluxes have been calculated over 30‒min time intervals. Periods with rain, wind 
blowing from behind the sonic anemometer (225‒315°N) and unrealistic values (e.g. 
negative fluxes during nighttime) were excluded. The gap‒filling method by Desai et al. 
(2005) has been applied to replace missing data due to filtering, sensor malfunctioning or 
calibration. 
For the comparison between ecosystem and soil fluxes, two soil chamber 
measurements have been used: grassed inter‒row NPP and bare soil row respiration flux 
(RSOIL), measured by transparent and dark chamber respectively. Data filtering has been 
performed applying a despiking algorithm and gaps where filled using linear interpolation. 
We calculated the overall soil CO2 flux (FcSC) as the area‒weighted sum of the two 
fluxes 𝐹𝑐𝑆𝐶 = 𝑁𝑃𝑃 𝐴𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑅𝑜𝑤 +  𝑅𝑆𝑂𝐼𝐿 𝐴𝑅𝑜𝑤, where AInterRow = 0.66 and ARow = 0.34 are the 
fractional area occupied by grassed inter‒row and bare row soil respectively. 
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3 Results and discussion 
  Annual carbon budget of the vineyard: ecosystem and soil fluxes 3.1
The annual time course of daily carbon fluxes and main meteorological variables is 
presented in Fig. 2. The net vineyard carbon flux measured with eddy covariance (FcEC) 
and the overall soil carbon flux (FcSC) showed different patterns through the year.  
During winter time, until end of February, both fluxes were small and positive 
showing similar patterns, meaning that the vineyard was overall a net source of CO2. 
However, the magnitude of FcEC was slightly larger compared to FcSC, probably due to 
above ground vine respiration (not measured by soil chambers) and differences in footprint 
between the two methods. In March net daily fluxes started to be negative and showed good 
agreement between ecosystem and soil scale. During this period CO2 assimilation was only 
due to grass photosynthesis, since vines were still dormant. 
Vine bud break occurred at the end of April, but the fluxes remained of the same 
magnitude until end of May. At this point of the season, vine foliage became significant, 
reaching full growth in early July. Indeed, from June FcEC started to be greater in magnitude 
compared to FcSC due to active photosynthesis of the vine and the recurring of several heat 
waves, which caused the reduction in volumetric soil water content down to 20% of 
available water. The grass cover dried up first and, after few days, vines also reduced 
dramatically the photosynthesis, with the system sometimes becoming a net source of CO2. 
Few rain events in August restored the soil water content and, consequently, FcEC became 
negative again. However, soil carbon flux remained positive, indicating that grass did not 
recover promptly from water stress. 
In September the magnitude of both fluxes decreased; vine leaves were still present but 
the photosynthesis was low and soil flux remained positive. In late October, after several 
rain events, grass recovered and started to assimilate again until the end of November. 
However, this pattern was not registered by eddy covariance. The difference between the 
two methods could be explained by CO2 release due to decomposition of fallen leaves, 
which is not accounted in chamber measurements. In addition, the difference in footprint 
may play a central role. In the EC footprint, there were several temporary patches of bare 
soil because of previous perturbation by heavy tractors transit. Moreover, in winter some 
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areas were often flooded for several days after rain due to low soil permeability. The 
combination of these factors, could lead to an overestimation of grass photosynthesis 
measured at one point by the transparent chamber compared to the average grassed floor of 
the vineyard. The inter‒row, where soil chamber measurements have been taken, were not 
subjected to heavy tractor transit and therefore the grass and soil conditions were 
undisturbed compared to other areas in the EC footprint. 
 
Fig. 2 Upper: Time series of meteorological variables: global radiation (yellow); daily precipitation (blue); air 
temperature (red); soil water content at 4 cm (purple). Bottom: Annual time course of daily integral carbon 
fluxes: whole vineyard flux by eddy covariance (green); soil surface flux by chambers (purple). 
A more readable pattern on the capacity of the vineyard to act as carbon sink can be 
obtained looking at cumulated carbon fluxes (Fig. 3). The cumulated soil flux crossed the 
zero line, becoming a net sink of carbon, at the beginning of April, almost one and a half 
month before the ecosystem flux. During winter time we would expect the two fluxes to be 
similar because of grapevine dormancy. However, from January to March, eddy covariance 
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measured higher respiration from the vineyard compared to soil chamber flux. This 
difference may be explained by vine respiration and decomposition of pruning debris 
promoted by an increase of temperature. Furthermore, it could be related to low air mixing 
close to soil surface in stable conditions. Riederer et al. (2014) reported larger EC fluxes 
during nighttime stable conditions compared to soil chambers, explained by lower coupling 
of chambers to the surrounding atmosphere than EC. At our site we found the same 
behavior, with greater variability of nighttime FcEC compared to quite uniform and lower 
FcSC. For deeper analysis refer to Section 3.2. 
 
Fig. 3 Annual pattern of cumulated carbon fluxes: vineyard NEE by eddy covariance (solid line); overall soil 
flux by chambers (dashed line). 
In April, grass photosynthesis became very active and it was able to turn down the 
vineyard net carbon flux to values close to zero within few weeks, becoming then negative 
in mid‒May. Since then, both fluxes showed a steep increase in carbon assimilation and the 
vineyard reached the strongest sink strength in early July. The grassed soil cover was 
strongly affected by water stress in July, stopping the photosynthesis and releasing some of 
the carbon previously absorbed. Vines showed a similar response to water stress but 
delayed in time and less marked. In August, after few rain events, the vine was able to 
recover from the stress and started to assimilate again until mid‒September, when 
grapevine reduced the metabolism before leaf fall. On the contrary, cumulated soil flux 
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continued to decrease in magnitude until mid‒September likely because grass was 
previously strongly affected by water stress and it did not recover until late October, when 
it showed an increase of CO2 assimilation. This pattern was not registered by eddy 
covariance, probably due to altered grass conditions in the EC footprint as explained before. 
In November and December, FcSC remained stable and FcEC decreased in magnitude, 
meaning that eddy covariance was measuring a net release of CO2 from the vineyard while 
soil chambers measured a net flux close to zero. In this period we would have again 
expected similar values from the two methods due to vine dormancy period, as in the first 
months of the year. In this case, the dissimilarity was primarily caused by the fact that soil 
chambers measured net daily CO2 assimilation fluxes until mid‒December and, on the 
contrary, EC was recording positive daily fluxes. Therefore, in this case the discrepancy 
was primarily referable to overestimation of grassed inter‒row assimilation by the clear 
chamber compared to inter‒rows in the EC footprint. 
At the end of the year the ecosystem and soil carbon budget were about ‒80 g C m‒2 y‒
1
 and ‒60 g C m‒2 y‒1 respectively. The difference between the two cumulated fluxes might 
represent the contribution by vine assimilation. However, due to dissimilarity in footprint of 
the two methods, the CO2 uptake by grassed inter‒row may have been overestimated.  
 Comparison of eddy covariance and soil chamber CO2 fluxes 3.2
As underlined in the previous section, we found unexpected discrepancy between soil 
and ecosystem fluxes during the vine dormancy period. We argued that for the period 
January‒March higher respiration fluxes detected by EC can be partially explained by 
peculiar turbulence characteristics, especially during nighttime stable periods.  
Stable stratification causes a decoupling between the lowest air layer close to ground 
and the upper layer, where EC instruments are placed. Often, these conditions are 
associated with low wind speed and dampened vertical mixing. In this context, processes 
like storage and lateral advection can become important, especially in tall canopies, causing 
a systematic underestimation of ecosystem fluxes, if measured by eddy covariance. For this 
reason, a friction velocity (u*) – threshold filter is usually applied to 30‒min fluxes 
(Aubinet et al., 2012; Goulden et al., 1996). Thus, in these conditions we expect EC fluxes 
to be in general lower than soil chamber fluxes.  
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Previous studies reported much regular chamber fluxes compared to eddy covariance 
during nighttime, with smooth dynamic and low variability (Janssens et al., 2000; Riederer 
et al., 2014). They explained this features with the weaker coupling of soil chambers to the 
surrounding atmosphere than EC. At our site, we found the same pattern with relatively 
regular soil respiration fluxes compared to EC at night (Fig. 4a), while daytime fluxes 
showed similar variability. Stable conditions are characterized by intermittent turbulence, 
often associated to large scale coherent structures. In these conditions, the flux at EC 
measurement height is highly intermittent, discontinuously transporting the CO2 
accumulated in the lower canopy and causing high variability in the data. On the contrary, 
soil chamber measurements are only slightly affected by turbulence intermittency due to the 
nature of the measurement itself (the flux is derived from the increase of CO2 concentration 
by diffusion when the chamber is closed) and decoupling between air flow above canopy 
and at soil surface. In addition, it should be underlined that the build‒up of CO2 
concentration in the air layer in contact with soil can reduce diffusive surface fluxes 
measured by the chambers. 
Nighttime EC fluxes were not only more variable than chamber fluxes, but also higher 
on average. Prior studies related this phenomenon to periods with high wind velocity 
(Denmead and Reicosky, 2003; Riederer et al., 2014). We selected periods of stable 
nighttime conditions with u* > 0.1 m s
‒1
, which has been found to be the threshold below 
which EC fluxes were generally smaller than soil fluxes at our site, in order to compare EC 
and soil chamber fluxes. 
The plot in Fig. 4b confirms the findings of previous studies, with larger EC fluxes in 
case of high wind velocities. This could again be related to atmospheric decoupling 
between lower within‒canopy and above‒canopy layers. Under these conditions the air 
above canopy is well‒mixed when friction velocity is sufficiently high, but vertical mixing 
is still dampened by stable stratification and the within‒canopy airspace can remain stably 
stratified even as u* above the canopy increases (Van Gorsel et al., 2011).  
We tested this hypothesis analyzing turbulence data from the sonic profile experiment 
presented in the following chapters. Data of April, when the vines were still without leaves, 
have been used. Stable nighttime 30‒min periods with u* > 0.1 m s
‒1
 have been selected and 
turbulence statistics at 4 and 0.5 m have been compared (Table 1). 
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Fig. 4 Scatterplot of FcEC and FcSC for the whole period January – March 2015. (b) Scatterplot of FcEC and 
FcSC for nighttime stable conditions with u* > 0.1 m s
‒1
. 
As expected, average u* and vertical velocity standard deviation (σw) were smaller at 
0.5 m, indicating that turbulence was dampened probably due to both stable conditions and 
proximity to soil surface. A clear sign of the intermittent nature of the airflow in stable 
stratification is given by the kurtosis (Kt). At 0.5 m the kurtosis of horizontal (u) and 
vertical (w) wind velocities were much larger than at 4 m, meaning that turbulent transport 
was more intermittent and thus characterized by stronger stable stratification. In these 
conditions, the air flow at EC instrumentation height is well‒mixed, allowing a correct 
application of the method, but the measurement of diffusive soil flux by chambers is still 
reduced by CO2 build‒up in the lowest air layer. 
Table 1 Average friction velocity (u*), standard deviation of w (σw), kurtosis of u (Ktu) and w (Ktw) at 0.5 and 
4 m of stable (z/L > 0.02) periods with u* > 0.1 m s
‒1
. In parenthesis standard deviations are reported.  
Measurement height 
[m] 
u* [m s
‒1
] σw [m s
‒1
] Ktu Ktw 
0.5 0.14 (± 0.05) 0.17 (± 0.05) 0.90 (± 1.03) 2.33 (± 1.68) 
4.0 0.19 (± 0.07) 0.24 (± 0.08) 0.17 (± 0.85) 1.48 (± 1.72) 
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 Interannual variability of ecosystem carbon fluxes 3.3
In order to study the interannual variability of ecosystem carbon fluxes, in this section 
we will analyze and compare results for the growing seasons (May‒September) of 2014, 
2015 and 2016. We decided to focus on this period because it is fundamental for the annual 
carbon budget and we had available data without long gaps for all three years, except for 
May 2016 when we had sonic malfunctioning for few weeks and we were forced to 
calculate CO2 fluxes using the gap‒filling method. 
Monthly mean daily patterns of 30‒min CO2 fluxes for the three growing seasons are 
shown in Fig. 5, while Table 2 summarizes monthly statistics of main environmental 
drivers and monthly carbon and water fluxes. In May average daily fluxes were similar for 
all years, whereas in June and July 2014 daytime Fc was much larger in absolute value 
compared to 2015 and 2016. In August 2015 the photosynthesis flux was still reduced, 
while in 2016 Fc increased in magnitude compared to the previous month, with values 
similar to 2014. From these patterns it is evident that in 2015 and 2016 the vineyard 
suffered some stress, on the contrary in 2014 it was more productive. In particular, during 
July 2015 and 2016 daily CO2 fluxes deviated from the typical bell‒shape curve, with the 
vineyard reaching the maximum assimilation in early morning and then decreasing linearly 
until mid‒afternoon. This pattern is typical of water stress condition or elevated 
atmospheric vapour demand: when the photosynthesis is depleted, in response to the 
increase of substomal CO2 concentration, the stomata close up in order to maintain safe leaf 
water potential. In general, grapevine is considered a water stress avoiding species, with a 
tight stomatal control (Hugalde and Vila, 2014). 
The seasonal trends of cumulative carbon fluxes (Fig. 6) clearly underline differences 
among the three years. The fluxes showed similar patterns until mid of June, when they 
started to diverge. In 2014 the cumulative carbon flux steadily continued to increase during 
the growing season until September, reaching a final value of about ‒250 g C m‒2. In 2015 
the cumulative flux started to increase in magnitude only towards the end of May and it 
remained always lower than the previous year. At mid‒July the vineyard reached its 
maximum carbon assimilation, afterwards it slightly decreased and then increased again in 
late August, as already explained in Section 3.1, leading to a cumulative carbon flux of 
roughly ‒100 g C m‒2. During 2016, the ecosystem reduced its activity at mid‒June and 
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remained stable until begin of August, when it started again to be a net sink of carbon. At 
the end of September the cumulative carbon flux was about ‒150 g C m‒2 in 2016. 
 
 
Fig. 5 Monthly mean daily pattern of ecosystem CO2 flux by eddy covariance in 2014 (solid line), 2015 
(dashed line) and 2016 (dash‒dotted line). 
 
Fig. 6 Seasonal pattern of cumulated ecosystem carbon fluxes in 2014 (solid line), 2015 (dashed line) and 
2016 (dash‒dotted line). 
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From both daily pattern and cumulative flux, it is evident that the vineyard activity in 
June and, even more, in July was crucial for the seasonal and annual carbon budget. The 
2015 growing season was characterized by unusual recurring heat waves during the period 
June‒August, associated with very low precipitation in July, leading to water and heat 
stress conditions. During 2016 air temperature (Ta) was slightly lower and soil water 
content (SWC) higher than 2015, however monthly NEE was still consistently lower in June 
and July compared to 2014. The latter was characterized by lower average Ta and higher 
precipitation during the whole season, with consequent quite elevated SWC.  
The total rainfall during the growing seasons was 600, 551 and 478 mm for 2014, 2015 
and 2016 respectively. However, even if the overall precipitation was similar, the 
distribution among months was very different (Table 2). In 2014 the rainfall was evenly 
distributed over the whole growing season, with a peak in July, causing a relatively wet 
season. On the contrary, 2015 was characterized by few extreme events: most of the rain 
came in June, but just with two consecutive strong events of about 100 and 80 mm 
respectively. However, most of the rainfall during these events was probably lost by surface 
runoff due to high precipitation intensity and low soil permeability. Afterwards, July was 
characterized by very low rainfall (28 mm) and high air temperature. In 2016, the monthly 
precipitation decreased constantly from May to September, being always lower than 2014 
except in May. 
Rainfall is the main water supply at our study site, but during dry spells farmers try to 
supply water by increasing the water table height using the drainage pipe system. However, 
in our case it was insufficient to maintain adequate soil moisture in July 2015 and 2016. 
Even if SWC in 2016 was slightly larger than 2015, the photosynthetic response of the 
system was the same, probably because the evaporative demand (expressed as daytime 
vapour pressure deficit (VPD)) was considerably high in both seasons. Nevertheless, the 
vineyard recover in August 2016 might indicate that the stress suffered in July was lower 
compared to the same period of 2015. 
Generally, the interannual variability of net ecosystem carbon exchange was 
considerably high, with 2015 being less than half compared to 2014 and 2016 being 
intermediate. 
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Table 2 Monthly mean air temperature (T air), daytime vapour pressure deficit (VPD) and soil water content 
(SWC) at 0.1 m depth; monthly total rainfall, net ecosystem exchange (NEE) and evapotranspiration (ET).  
Year Month 
T air 
[°C] 
Daytime VPD 
[kPa] 
SWC 0.1 m 
% Vol/vol 
Rain 
[mm] 
NEE 
[g C m
‒2
] 
ET 
[mm] 
2014 May 17.3 1.06 ‒ 88.4 ‒55.9 68.4 
 Jun 21.8 1.46 ‒ 125.1 ‒89.0 122.0 
 Jul 21.9 1.10 52.0 192.8 ‒58.9 106.3 
 Aug 21.2 1.02 54.0 123.0 ‒36.6 91.8 
 Sep 18.5 0.85 54.0 71.1 ‒4.2 51.1 
2015 May 18.3 1.01 52.1 73.5 ‒33.7 48.8 
 Jun 22.0 1.39 49.8 239.6 ‒46.5 88.5 
 Jul 25.9 1.79 33.3 27.6 ‒0.9 109.9 
 Aug 24.1 1.67 38.7 114.4 ‒17.5 88.3 
 Sep 19.1 1.09 39.1 96.1 ‒0.9 54.2 
2016 May 16.7 0.98 43.1 138.3 ‒ ‒ 
 Jun 21.3 1.25 53.6 111.3 ‒47.9 61.9 
 Jul 24.4 1.63 38.3 91.1 ‒5.8 109.3 
 Aug 22.7 1.50 39.9 78.2 ‒39.8 110.7 
 Sep 20.9 1.45 34.6 59.6 1.5 56.3 
The vineyard carbon sink capacity showed to be very sensitive to environmental 
conditions in the central months of the growing season, when foliage reached the maximum 
development. July showed to be very critical because it was commonly the hottest month 
with low rainfall, leading to plant stress due to both high temperatures and soil water 
deficit. Under these conditions, both grapevine and grass CO2 uptake capacity were reduced 
but the latter seemed to be the most strongly affected, as showed in Section 3.1. Under non‒
limiting water availability conditions, like in 2014, the vineyard showed to have the 
strongest carbon sink capacity. Nevertheless, we should consider that a wet environment is 
favorable for the spreading of fungal infection on grapevine leaves, eventually leading to 
leaf area reduction in spite of massive use of pesticides. 
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The occurrence of extreme climatic events, like intense but irregular precipitation and 
heat waves, is predicted to increase in the next years due to climate change. From our 
results it is evident that vineyard carbon sink capacity will be strongly affected and 
variable. 
4 Conclusions 
In our conditions, the vineyard showed to be a moderate net sink of CO2 on annual 
basis. The carbon sequestration capacity was considerably lower compared to a previous 
long‒term study in a vineyard of a nearby area (Pitacco and Meggio, 2015). The difference 
could be related to several factors, among them soil type, training system, vigour of the 
plants, climate and management of the vineyard. At our site, the soil is composed by a 
predominant clay fraction, this characteristic together with intensive heavy tractor transit on 
the inter‒rows leaded to high compactness of the soil, with recurrent flooding and hypoxia 
episodes impacting on root system and the overall vigour of the vineyard was weakened. 
Additionally, the 2015 growing season registered the lowest carbon sink capacity of 
the ecosystem in the period 2014‒2016 due to recurring summer heat waves and drought 
spells, which caused a reduction in photosynthesis of both grapevine and inter‒row grass. 
The latter was the most affected by water stress on the long‒term, showing a longer period 
before recovering. Our results indicated that the grass component was crucial to define the 
vineyard as carbon sink. Thus, a less conservative soil management with inter‒row 
ploughing, as it is common in many vineyards of other regions, could reverse the carbon 
budget of the system. 
The potential carbon sequestration of agricultural ecosystems can be then subjected to 
site specific management practices, which are usually consistently higher than in natural 
ecosystems. Additionally, we showed that climate variability and increased frequency of 
extreme events can heavily impact also on NEE of agricultural crops. Thus, long‒term 
studies of CO2 exchanges at different sites are fundamental to assess the role of viticulture, 
or more in general agriculture, in the global CO2 budget. 
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Chapter III: 
Effect of evolving canopy structure on turbulence 
statistics in a hedgerow vineyard 
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1 Introduction 
Turbulent fluxes of mass and energy between vegetation and the atmosphere are today 
measured around the world over different ecosystem types using the eddy covariance (EC) 
method (Baldocchi, 2014). The increasing number of sites where fluxes are measured 
concurred on improving knowledge about plant responses to environmental conditions and 
the role of different ecosystems in the global atmospheric CO2 budget. EC is a 
micrometeorological technique that it is able to measure fluxes in free atmosphere above 
canopy, without altering surrounding environmental conditions. However, the applicability 
of the method requires well‒developed atmospheric turbulence in order to perform correct 
measurements. Usually, data are discarded when friction velocity is below a minimum 
threshold, as it is common during nighttime (Aubinet et al., 2012).  
Vegetation‒atmosphere exchanges are determined both by physical and physiological 
characteristics of plants, but also by the properties of turbulent air flow within and above 
the canopy. Turbulence is a common condition of the lower atmosphere and it is very 
efficient in transporting mass and energy from the surface into the overlying atmospheric 
boundary layer. Even if turbulence is a chaotic motion, it is far from being purely random. 
Three dimensional coherent structures, called eddies, are responsible for most of the 
vertical transport (Finnigan, 2000; Raupach et al., 1996). The region of the atmospheric 
boundary layer where fluxes are measured is the surface layer (SL). Here the air flow is in 
equilibrium with the surface and it is characterized by small changes of vertical fluxes with 
height, for that reason it is often called the constant flux layer. The portion in direct contact 
with the vegetation and strongly influenced by roughness elements is the roughness 
sublayer (RSL), while the region actually occupied by plants is called canopy sublayer 
(CSL). 
SL turbulent motion is comparable with the turbulent flow above a rough wall, where 
the shape of horizontal mean wind profile is approximately logarithmic. Differently, in the 
RSL the profile deviates from the logarithmic shape decaying exponentially. The merging 
of the two regimes is characterized by an inflection point around canopy height, which is 
distinctive of a plane mixing layer flow, due to intense drag exerted by rough elements at 
canopy top. At this height, large intermittent eddies are generated by hydrodynamic 
instability associated with the inflection point (Raupach et al., 1996). The coherent 
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structures are of approximately canopy size and responsible for most of the transport in the 
CSL, leading to possible counter‒gradient fluxes within this region (Denmead and Bradley, 
1987). 
The main difference between canopy and rough‒wall flows is that vegetation absorbs 
momentum throughout the entire canopy depth as drag on plant elements, rather than just as 
friction on the ground as for a plane rough surface (Finnigan, 2000). Canopy drag varies 
with height depending both on vertical foliage distribution and the local velocity field itself. 
Thus, within‒canopy distribution of scalars is determined by sources/sinks distribution 
together with turbulent transport within the canopy (Finnigan and Raupach, 1987; Patton 
and Finnigan, 2013). It is then crucial to study turbulence characteristics both above and 
within canopy, in order to improve the ability of understand and predict overall vegetation‒
atmosphere exchanges. 
Raupach et al. (1996) compared results of horizontal mean velocity and turbulence 
statistics profiles of twelve different canopies in near‒neutral atmospheric stability. They 
found common features in all canopy types after appropriate scaling, the so‒called “family 
portraits”. From this starting point, they developed the analogy between RSL and plane 
mixing layer turbulent flows, leading to a comprehensive description of turbulence 
characteristics in plant canopies (Finnigan, 2000). However, some differences between 
canopy types were attributed to vertical distribution of leaf area. Additionally, most of these 
studies neglected diabatic effects, which are known to be significant within the canopy 
(Leclerc et al., 1991, 1990).  
Research on canopy turbulence requires synchronous and fast measurements of three 
dimensional wind velocities at several levels above and within the canopy. The 
implementation of such experiments is therefore very demanding in natural canopies. For 
this reason, studies regarding the effect of canopy density or vertical foliage distribution on 
turbulent flow have been mostly conducted in artificial canopies (Pietri et al., 2009; Poggi 
et al., 2004) or using modelling approach (Bailey and Stoll, 2013; Dupont and Brunet, 
2008). These authors compared several canopy structures with varying plant density and/or 
vertical foliage distribution, both influencing the overall canopy roughness. They observed 
a shift from standard boundary‒layer flow to canopy flow with increasing canopy density, 
with development of a stronger inflection point at canopy top due to shear increase. 
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Moreover, they reported that the greatest influence on canopy flow was caused by density 
of the upper canopy layer (Dupont and Brunet, 2008). 
Even if canopy turbulence is clearly affected by canopy shape and vertical distribution 
of foliage density, only few studies investigated the effect of seasonal foliage changes on 
turbulence characteristics in natural canopies (Dupont and Patton, 2012; Leclerc et al., 
1991; Shaw et al., 1988; Su et al., 2008). These experiments studied the variation of 
turbulent motion above and within the canopy between foliated and defoliated phase of 
deciduous plants (forests and orchards). They reported a decrease of momentum penetration 
within the canopy in the foliated period and changes in the magnitude of turbulence 
statistics due to presence of leaves. Furthermore, a modification of the height where 
mixing‒layer coherent structures develop has been observed by Dupont and Patton (2012) 
in an almond orchard, with higher height in the foliated period. This result, combined with 
turbulence statistics profiles, indicates that the flow within the canopy without leaves is 
likely the superposition of a wall boundary‒layer flow with a plane mixing‒layer flow. On 
the other hand, typical features of canopy flow become prevalent as canopy density 
increases (Su et al., 2008).  
Together with canopy morphology effects, the departure of atmospheric stability from 
near‒neutral conditions has been investigated. Diabatic effects have shown to have a large 
impact on within‒canopy turbulence and, in some cases, even greater than changes due to 
leaf density (Leclerc et al., 1991; Shaw et al., 1988). Therefore, both canopy structure and 
atmospheric stability play a central role modifying turbulence characteristics within and just 
above the canopy. Their combined effect should be taken into account to understand the 
nature of fluxes and included in turbulence closure models.  
In this context, a detailed study on canopy turbulence following the continuous 
evolution of vegetation structure during the growing season is missing, to our knowledge. 
Thus, we carried out a field experiment measuring turbulence statistics in a hedgerow 
vineyard along with vertical development of foliage. Vineyards are characterized by large 
changes in leaf area density (LAD) and canopy height within few months, making it a 
perfect subject of study for our research. 
Most studies on canopy turbulence have been conducted in tall canopies, such as 
forests (Amiro, 1990; Baldocchi and Meyers, 1988; Launiainen et al., 2007) due to large 
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impact of these natural ecosystems in biogeochemical cycles, but a characterization of 
turbulence in shorter canopies also deserves attention. Among short canopies, vineyards 
represent a special case being typically organized in well‒defined rows. The distance 
between rows is normally on the order of canopy height, making it a relatively sparse 
canopy, but, at the same time, foliage in the rows is very dense exerting a considerable drag 
on the mean flow. In the past, wind flow characteristics over vineyards have been 
investigated (Hicks, 1973; Weiss and Allen, 1976b), reporting influence by wind direction 
on canopy‒atmosphere exchanges. Recent studies showed that turbulence characteristics in 
vineyards are similar to homogenous canopies (Francone et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2015). 
Nevertheless, wind direction affects the degree of penetration of boundary layer eddies into 
the CSL (Chahine et al., 2014) and canopy architecture causes wind challenging between 
the rows (Miller et al., 2015). The particular structure of vineyards recently motivated the 
study of the impact of row orientation on microclimatic conditions and physiological status 
of grapevine (Hunter et al., 2016). Vineyards have distinct sources/sinks of scalars, having 
a large fraction of surface occupied by inter‒rows, which can be bare or grassed soil. In this 
context, canopy architecture can play a central role modifying the transport of mass from 
soil through the canopy and towards the atmosphere.  
Our study aims to follow the continuous evolution of turbulence characteristics and 
canopy structure during the growing season of a hedgerow vineyard, from bud break to 
fully developed canopy. The field experiment was conducted in a flat extensive vineyard in 
the North‒East of Italy, using a vertical array of five synchronous sonic anemometers 
within and above canopy. 
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2 Methods 
 Site description and experimental setup 2.1
The experiment was conducted from April to July 2015 in a flat hedgerow‒trained 
vineyard (Vitis Vinifera) cv Sauvignon Blanc located in the North East of Italy 
(45°44'25.80"N 12°45'1.40"E). The vineyard is planted in rows oriented 35‒125 °N, spaced 
2.2 m apart and 0.5 m width; the canopy trunk space is 0.7 m and the maximum trellis 
height is 2 m. We decided to take the trellis height as the nominal canopy height (h) and we 
monitored the development of the canopy through the season. Once the vines reached 2 m, 
the plants were mechanically pruned to maintain this maximum height. 
 
Fig. 1 Array of sonic anemometers on the 5 m tower and canopy characteristics (a), satellite image of the 
vineyard (b) and wind rose plot at 4 m during the measurement period (c). 
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 Turbulence measurements 2.2
A vertical profile of five Campbell Scientific sonic anemometers CSAT3 has been 
installed on a 5 m tower. The instrument heights were selected in order to detect the 
changes in turbulent flow characteristics due to vegetation growth. Four sonic anemometers 
have been deployed in the middle of inter‒row within the canopy at 0.5 m (in the trunk 
space), 1 m, 1.5 m and 2 m; and one at 4 m (2h) as surface layer reference. The 
anemometers have been aligned on the vertical axis and pointed towards East. 
High frequency observations of wind vector components and sonic temperature were 
synchronously digitally sampled at 20 Hz using a CR3000 Campbell Scientific datalogger 
for the four sonics in the canopy. The highest sonic was collected on a separate CR3000 
datalogger as part of an eddy covariance system. The clocks of the dataloggers were 
synchronized using a server connection once a day at midnight. The raw data were stored in 
binary daily files and subdivided later in 30 minutes block files. Data processing was 
performed on this time interval. 
 Characterization of canopy structure 2.3
Canopy foliage and shape had been regularly monitored, ca. every 14 days, from bud 
break (30/04) to maximum foliage development (16/07) by optical and direct methods (Fig. 
2). We assessed leaf area index (LAI) using Li-Cor LAI-2000 plant canopy analyzer. 
Measurements have been performed on diagonal transect in the inter‒row, to better 
characterize the row structure of the canopy, and at several locations in the footprint area.  
At the same time, direct measurements of LAI have been carried on five plants in the 
footprint area. The number of shoots per vine was counted and randomly selected shoots 
have been collected from left, center and right of the vine. During the experiment we used 
two different direct methods to obtain LAI. During the first month, we measured the width 
and length of each leaf with a ruler on selected shoots. Then, we calculated the leaf area 
from an empirical relation calibrated on the same vineyard. Once the canopy was more 
developed and the number of leaves became too large, we used a destructive sampling 
method, measuring leaf area directly. To better correlate canopy structure with turbulence 
data, the canopy crown has been subdivided into three layers (0.7‒1.2 m, 1.2‒1.7 m, 1.7‒2 
m) and LAI have been measured using direct methods for each layer. 
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Fig. 2 Development of canopy foliage (left) and time course of Leaf Area Density [m
2
 m
‒3
] for each canopy 
layer during the growing season (right). 
In the context of turbulence characteristics analysis, a more appropriate parameter to 
characterize canopy structure is the leaf area density (LAD), the total leaf area in a 
reference volume [m
2
 m
‒3
]. We calculated canopy average leaf area density as LAD = LAI 
(row width) (canopy height), assuming a width of 0.5 m and height of 2 m (Table 3). LAD 
of each layer has been calculated using the height of the layer instead of canopy height (Fig. 
2). 
Optical and direct methods gave comparable results; thus we were confident using 
LAD measured with direct methods in the present work. 
Table 3 Average leaf area density and canopy height during the growing season. 
Sampling date 13/05 19/05 27/05 04/06 22/06 07/07 
LAD [m
2
 m
‒3
] 1.1 1.9 2.3 3.8 6.8 8.8 
Canopy height [m] 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.9 2.0 
 Data processing and period selection 2.4
The 20 Hz data of velocity components at each height were horizontally rotated to 
align mean horizontal wind to the streamlines, obtaining u horizontal, v longitudinal and w 
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vertical wind velocities; for each sonic the local angle of rotation has been used. To skip 
disturbed flow conditions, periods with average wind direction coming from the tower (225 
– 315 °N) have been discarded. Periods with rain or total number of sonic diagnostic flag 
greater than 1800 (90 sec) were not used for the analysis. Additionally, to ensure that the 
flow was in turbulent motion, 30‒min periods with u or w standard deviations lower than 
0.1 m s
‒1
 were discarded. All the calculations have been performed using IDL scripts 
developed for the purpose. 
We subdivided the dataset in seven periods of increasing LAD, starting from an 
“empty” canopy (LAD assumed zero) to a final LAD of 8.8 m2 m‒3. Each period, of about 
14 days, was associated with a value of LAD measured in the middle of the period. 
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3 Results 
In this section results of turbulence statistics within and above canopy are presented. 
The dataset was subdivided into six periods of LAD and 3 stability classes (unstable, near‒
neutral and stable) based on the stability parameter z/L, where z is the reference 
measurement height (4 m) and L is the Monin‒Obukhov length calculated at the same 
height. No distinction has been made based on wind direction at this stage of the analysis. 
Unfortunately one sonic anemometer (at 1.5 m) suffered of some malfunctioning after the 
second LAD period and data from this level are missing until the last period, when the 
bottom sonic was moved at this height. When normalization has been applied, the friction 
velocity (u) at 4 m has been used. We decided to not use u at canopy height (2 m), as 
common use in analysis of canopy turbulence statistics, because the canopy height is not 
well‒defined in vineyards during the growing season due to vertical development of shoot 
lengths. Nevertheless, we will refer to 2 m as the canopy height because it is the maximum 
height for the fully developed canopy and, even in periods without leaves, this space is 
occupied by trellis. 
 
Fig. 3 Evolution of canopy drag coefficient (CD) as a function of leaf area density (LAD), for unstable z/L < ‒
0.02 (solid line), near-neutral ‒0.02 ≤ z/L ≤ 0.02 (dotted line) and stable z/L > 0.02 (dashed line) conditions. 
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The bulk drag coefficient (CD) at 2 m, the nominal canopy height, may be used as 
reference value in models to estimate the overall drag exerted by the vineyard. The drag 
coefficient was calculated as the ratio between momentum flux and squared mean wind 
velocity (𝐶𝐷 =  𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑈
2⁄ ). Fig. 3 shows that CD increased almost linearly with LAD, 
meaning that the overall efficiency of the canopy in absorbing momentum was directly 
related to leaf density and vertical development of foliage, as it could be expected. 
However, the drag exerted by the canopy was generally higher in unstable conditions 
compared to near‒neutral and stable stratification, which instead were showing comparable 
values. CD increased from about 0.02 for the empty canopy to 0.10 for fully developed 
canopy in neutral and stable conditions, while in the unstable case it almost reached 0.14. 
 
Fig. 4 Evolution of normalized momentum flux (𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 4 𝑚⁄ ) at 0.5 m (solid line), 1 m (dotted line) and 2 
m (dashed line) as a function of leaf area density (LAD) in near-neutral conditions. 
The penetration of momentum, represented as 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  normalized by 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  at 4 m, 
decreased with height within the canopy and as foliage developed (Fig. 4). For clarity only 
results for near‒neutral conditions are shown since only slight effect by stability was found. 
Within the canopy the pattern was very different at 0.5 m, in the empty trunk space, and at 
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1 m, the first foliage layer. In the trunk space the normalized momentum flux rapidly 
decreased with first foliage appearance and it continued to reduce until the bottom layer of 
foliage was very dense. Later in the season, the amount of momentum penetrating into the 
trunk space was stable around 15% of above canopy flux. On the contrary, at the level just 
above it (1 m), stress fraction was stable around 80% at the beginning, dropping only when 
foliage in this layer became very dense and it progressively decreased with upper layers 
development, reaching about 20%. On the contrary, the normalized momentum flux at 
canopy top was stable around 90% during the whole experiment, indicating that momentum 
was almost conserved between 4 and 2 m. 
Fig. 5 Vertical profiles of normalized mean horizontal velocity U/u* for unstable (z/L < ‒0.02), near-neutral 
(‒ 0.02  ≤ z/L ≤ 0.02) and stable (z/L > 0.02) conditions and different leaf area density (LAD) periods. 
The characteristic inflection point at canopy top in the mean horizontal velocity profile 
was not clearly detectable in our results (Fig. 5), except for the last period in unstable 
conditions. Probably, this was partially due to lack of a measurement level just above the 
canopy, which would have allowed a more clear shape of the curve, and to sparseness of 
the vineyard itself. What we would have expected is an inflection point shifting up during 
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the growing season. Nevertheless, normalized mean wind velocity decreased at all heights 
during the growing season. 
Normalized momentum flux profiles 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑢∗⁄  (Fig. 6a) showed the same patterns 
reported before, with decrease of momentum penetration within the canopy as foliage 
developed. However, in unstable and stable conditions an unexpected intensification within 
the canopy was present for the no‒leaves period. 
The correlation coefficient between horizontal and vertical velocity (ruw) can be 
interpreted as the efficiency of momentum transport (Fig. 6b). In the empty canopy ruw 
increased getting closer to the ground. However, when the first layer of foliage developed, 
the peak of transport efficiency shifted to this height (1 m) and it was greatly reduced in the 
trunk space. With further increase of LAD in the bottom layer and with development of 
upper canopy, the momentum transport efficiency decreased at 1 m and the peak moved to 
2 m (neutral) or 1.5 m (unstable and stable). The magnitude of ruw was greater in near‒
neutral conditions, being around 0.3 above canopy and 0.4 as maximum value within the 
canopy in the upper layer of denser foliage. In unstable and stable conditions momentum 
transport efficiency was lower, with values around 0.25 above canopy and maximum of 
0.35 within the canopy. 
The normalized standard deviations of vertical (σw/u) and horizontal (σu/u) wind 
velocity were both attenuated by foliage development (Fig. 7). However, the effect of LAD 
was more pronounced on σu, with σu/u around 2.5 above canopy and 1.8 in the trunk space 
without leaves, decreasing to 1.2 at fully developed canopy. On the contrary, σw slightly 
decreased in unstable and stable conditions but it did not change much under neutral 
stability: it was about 1.2 above canopy and 0.7 in the trunk space for all periods. 
Nevertheless, the diabatic effect was similar on both standard deviations, with smaller and 
higher values in near‒neutral and unstable conditions respectively. Results for stable 
stratification were placed in between, but considerably higher standard deviations were 
observed for the canopy without leaves in stable conditions. 
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Fig. 6 Vertical profiles of normalized momentum flux (a) and correlation coefficient of horizontal and vertical 
velocity (b) for different stability conditions and LAD periods. 
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Fig. 7 Vertical profiles of normalized w standard deviation σw/u (a) and u standard deviation σu/u (b) for 
different stability conditions and LAD periods. 
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Fig. 8 Vertical profiles of w skewness Skw (a) and u skewness Sku (b) for different stability conditions and LAD 
periods. 
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Fig. 9 Vertical profiles of w kurtosis Ktw (a) and u kurtosis Ktu (b) for different stability conditions and LAD 
periods. 
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The skewness is a useful statistics to evaluate the importance of intermittent but strong 
events in the transport of momentum. Within‒canopy w skewness (Skw) was negative in all 
stability conditions and LAD periods, meaning that transport in this region was governed 
by downward strong events (Fig. 8a). On the contrary, above canopy Skw was close to zero 
in neutral and stable conditions, indicating same contribution by strong upward and 
downward events, whereas it was positive in unstable stratification, meaning stronger 
intermittent upward events. The magnitude of Skw progressively increased with LAD within 
the canopy, whereas in the trunk space it strongly augmented after first foliage development 
and then remained stable. On the contrary, it did not change at canopy top and above 
throughout the growing season. 
Horizontal velocity skewness (Sku) is normally of opposite sign compared to Skw, due 
to the fact that momentum is progressively absorbed by vegetation drag elements getting 
closer to the ground and therefore the overall flux is downward. Indeed, Sku was always 
positive at all heights, but greater values were noted within the canopy compared to above 
(Fig. 8b). It increased with LAD within the canopy where foliage was present and at canopy 
top, whereas in the trunk space it did not change much along the season. Moreover, Sku 
magnitude was generally lower in unstable conditions. The combination of Skw and Sku 
indicated that within‒canopy momentum flux was dominated by intermittent downward 
transport of faster air from above, with this feature becoming more accentuated with 
increasing foliage density.  
The degree of transport intermittency can be derived from the kurtosis of u (Ktu) and w 
(Ktw) (Fig. 9). In our results kurtosis values have been subtracted by 3, so that a Gaussian 
distribution is characterized by zero kurtosis. Ktw showed different patterns as LAD 
increased compared to Skw. The degree of intermittency along with foliage development 
was intensified only in the trunk space and lower canopy, while considerable higher values 
were found in stable conditions. On the other hand, Ktu increased with LAD at all heights 
within the canopy and the effect of stability was similar to Ktw, showing on average higher 
intermittency.  
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4 Discussion 
Turbulent flow in a hedgerow vineyard showed to be highly influenced by canopy 
architecture. We were able to detect the effects of gradual vertical development of foliage 
density on turbulence statistics at different levels within the canopy. 
The coupling between vineyard and the overlying atmosphere linearly increased with 
LAD. The drag coefficient was low for the empty canopy but, at maximum development, it 
reached values similar to those previously reported by other studies at forest sites (Cescatti 
and Marcolla, 2004; Shaw et al., 1988; Su et al., 2008). Shaw et al. (1988) did not found 
significant differences in the foliated and defoliated forest, however our results are in 
agreement with Su et al. (2008) which reported higher drag coefficient for the foliated 
forest. The same studies also showed that stable stratification has great influence on 
atmospheric coupling, considerably decreasing the drag coefficient. At our site this was not 
confirmed, since CD was similar in neutral and stable conditions. However, we found that 
CD was larger under unstable conditions, as also reported by Su et al. (2008), and the 
difference was more marked in the presence of foliage. A possible explanation is that 
convective motion enhances vertical mixing through formation of thermal plumes and this 
feature may be accentuated during the foliated period as the air within the canopy is 
warmed up during daytime by heat released from foliage or soil surface. 
The increase of efficiency in absorbing momentum at canopy top was associated with a 
decrease of momentum penetration within the canopy, as it could be expected. 
Additionally, the vertical stress fraction distribution was strongly affected by vertical shape 
of the canopy. We showed that just the presence of few leaves in the bottom layer was 
sufficient to greatly reduce momentum in the trunk space, despite of low canopy density. 
Furthermore, when foliage entirely developed, the normalized momentum flux was close to 
zero already at 1 m, indicating that roughly all horizontal momentum was absorbed by 
leaves in the upper layer (1 ‒ 2 m). This is in agreement with results from taller and denser 
canopies, showing momentum close to zero at 0.5h (Finnigan, 2000). The stability effects 
on momentum penetration in the canopy were not significant; however an unexpected 
increase of stress within the empty canopy in unstable conditions has been detected. 
Statistics profiles confirmed the hypothesis that turbulent transport within the canopy 
was shifting from a rough‒wall boundary layer flow in the empty canopy to a more 
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characteristic canopy flow in the presence of foliage. In near‒neutral conditions the 
correlation coefficient ruw at canopy top without leaves was equal to the typical surface 
layer value of ‒0.32 (Garratt, 1992), whereas at the end of the growing season it increased 
in magnitude to ‒0.41, which is lower than the average canopy top value (‒0.5) reported by 
Finnigan (2000). The same behavior was found for the corresponding values of normalized 
standard deviations at canopy top: σw/u = 1.12 and σu/u = 2.6 without leaves, which are 
similar to surface layer values of 1.25 and 2.5 respectively. For the fully‒developed canopy 
σw/u = 1.15 and σu/u = 2.0, the latter being equal to the characteristic canopy flow value, 
while the vertical component being higher than the typical value of 1.0. Comparable results 
have been reported by Miller et al. (2015) in a foliated vineyard of similar architecture. 
Thus, turbulent transport in the vineyard seemed to have similar characteristics to those of 
denser and more homogenous canopies, even if the efficiency of momentum transport was 
lower. This result together with no clear presence of an inflection point may indicate that 
the drag exerted by vineyard rows was not sufficient to develop a well‒defined turbulent 
mixing layer at canopy top. However, vertical and horizontal velocity skewness indicated 
that momentum transport within the canopy was dominated by intermittent sweeps 
characteristic of canopy turbulence. We suggest that a weak inflection point may have 
developed at a lower height than canopy top, with this level being between 0.75h and h (1.5 
and 2 m). The presence of a weak inflection point at canopy top is in agreement with the 
results by Pietri et al. (2009) and Bailey and Stoll (2013)for low canopy density. 
Without leaves the efficiency of momentum transport increased approaching the soil 
surface, while, in the presence of leaves, the peak shifted to the highest layer with denser 
foliage. ruw was greatly reduced in the trunk space after development of the first layer of 
leaves (1 m) and, on the contrary, at this height the transport showed to be very efficient. 
Later in the season, with growth of the upper level, the 1 m layer was experiencing the 
same strong reduction in transport efficiency as the trunk space before. A more pronounced 
decrease of ruw with increasing depth in the presence of foliage is in agreement with 
previous studies (Shaw et al., 1988; Su et al., 2008). 
Unexpectedly, the magnitude of σw/u did not change much over the season while σu/u 
decreased with foliage development. Also Shaw et al. (1988) did not found any influence of 
foliage density on vertical velocity fluctuations, however they reported that standard 
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deviation of horizontal component increased in the foliated forest. On the contrary, Su et al. 
(2008) found a pattern similar to our results, with lower σu in the presence of leaves. 
Additionally, we showed that horizontal velocity fluctuations in the lower foliage layer (1 
m) were well correlated with LAD, decreasing when leaves came out at this height and 
further reducing after development of the upper layers. In unstable conditions the 
magnitude of both standard deviations was greater at all levels, whereas in stable 
stratification the values in the bottom canopy were similar to neutral conditions and greater 
in the upper canopy. However, during stable periods the efficiency of momentum transport 
was low, meaning that turbulent motions were still present but inactive in transporting 
momentum (Finnigan, 2000; Launiainen et al., 2007). 
The skewness of u and w showed to increase in magnitude along the growing season 
within the canopy. This can be explained by reduced wind speed due to the presence of 
foliage, that contributes to create larger skewness (Leclerc et al., 1991). Furthermore, the 
skewness showed opposite sign (Skw negative and Sku positive), indicating that canopy 
transport was more and more dominated by strong downward transport of higher wind 
velocity (sweeps), a characteristic feature of canopy flow (Raupach et al., 1996). 
Nevertheless, horizontal and vertical skewness showed opposite vertical patterns with 
increasing LAD. The largest increase of Sku was at canopy top and it did not change in the 
trunk space. On the contrary, Skw increased in the bottom canopy and remained unvaried at 
canopy top with lower values. In the upper layers of the foliated vineyard, Sku was at its 
largest value, about 0.8 in neutral conditions, which is in line with previous studies 
(Baldocchi and Meyers, 1988; Launiainen et al., 2007; Leclerc et al., 1991; Villani et al., 
2003). Skw peaked in the lower layers being around ‒0.8, in agreement with results reported 
by Baldocchi and Meyers (1988), Leclerc et al. (1991) and Villani et al. (2003), but 
differing from the decrease found in the trunk space of forest and orchard by other studies 
(Baldocchi and Hutchison, 1987; Dupont and Patton, 2012; Launiainen et al., 2007). The 
increase of Skw getting closer to the ground and with foliage development could be 
explained by the fact that only progressively stronger eddies can penetrate deeply into the 
foliated canopy. However, these coherent structures transported increasingly higher 
horizontal wind velocity compared to local mean wind only in the upper canopy. At canopy 
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bottom it remained unvaried, probably because at this height consistently higher wind 
velocity was transported from above also without leaves due to proximity with the surface. 
A missing peak of Skw at canopy top could indicate that coherent structures may 
penetrate deeper due to sparseness of the canopy (Bailey and Stoll, 2013; Dupont and 
Patton, 2012). This is confirmed by the increase of Ktw only in the bottom canopy in the 
presence of foliage, indicating that vertical transport was less intermittent at canopy top and 
the effect of LAD was absent. However, foliage development influenced the intermittency 
of horizontal component, with more intermittent events along the whole profile in the 
presence of leaves. In general, Ktw and Ktu at our site showed lower values compared to 
experiments in denser canopies such as forests (Launiainen et al., 2007). This is in 
agreement with the increasing kurtosis values reported by Poggi et al. (2004) for denser 
canopies. 
Stability conditions had different effects on skewness and kurtosis. During unstable 
conditions Sku was lower at all heights, due to increasing importance of buoyancy (Dupont 
and Patton, 2012) and above canopy Skw showed positive values, meaning that upward 
motions were prevailing in this layer. On the contrary, only stable stratification had a 
considerable effect on the kurtosis, with increased transport intermittency. 
The effect of stability on turbulence statistics profile was lower compared to that of 
morphological changes in our vineyard. This is in agreement with results by Su et al. (2008) 
in the canopy crown layer of the forest, where LAD is high, but contrary to what reported 
by Leclerc et al. (1990) and Shaw et al. (1988) in a deciduous forest. The vineyard 
addresses considerable structural changes during the growing season, with foliage growth 
changing both height and density of the canopy, but, at the same time, vineyard is a 
relatively short and open canopy. Thus, diabatic effects may be less pronounced than in tall 
canopies because coherent structures can penetrate deeper and, consequently, weaker 
temperature gradients develop within the canopy. 
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5 Conclusions 
Turbulence characteristics showed to be highly influenced by seasonal evolution of 
canopy foliage. Without leaves, turbulent regime was more similar to a rough‒wall 
boundary layer flow, whereas at full foliage development it shifted to characteristics of a 
typical canopy flow, even if with a weak inflection point at canopy top due to sparseness of 
the vineyard. The overall effect of canopy morphology on within‒canopy turbulence was in 
agreement with previous studies (Dupont and Patton, 2012; Shaw et al., 1988; Su et al., 
2008). In addition, we were able to correlate turbulence profile with vertical foliage 
development, showing how flow characteristics within the canopy are connected with local 
and total foliage density during the growing season. We showed that the denser upper layer 
of foliage played a central role in absorbing momentum; therefore the local characteristics 
of turbulence at one level experience large changes between different stages of foliage 
development. For this reason, within‒canopy microclimate conditions may be very 
different depending on the stage of the growing season. 
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Chapter IV: 
Organized turbulent motions in a hedgerow vineyard: 
effect of evolving canopy structure 
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1 Introduction 
Vegetation‒atmosphere exchanges are determined by functional and structural 
properties of the plants together with environmental forcing (e.g. incoming radiation, 
temperature, humidity, etc.). However, a fundamental aspect is the interaction of the canopy 
with the lower atmosphere. The vegetation deeply alters the composition and physical 
properties of the air flow, exchanging energy and matter with it. These processes take place 
in the bottom part of the turbulent boundary layer. Therefore, turbulence is the main 
mechanism by which within‒canopy air is transported towards upper atmospheric layers 
and vice versa. Turbulent flow is highly efficient in mixing the air above canopy, reducing 
vertical gradients. The region where the atmosphere is in equilibrium with the underlying 
surface and fluxes changes by less than 10% of their magnitude with height is called the 
surface layer (SL) (Stull, 1988). This layer usually extends from two times the canopy 
height to tens of meters above it. Here, the vertical shape of average horizontal wind speed 
is approximately logarithmic. Conversely, the portion of atmosphere below the surface 
layer is highly influenced by roughness elements and it is called the roughness sublayer 
(RSL). Below this layer, we can make a further distinction for the space actually occupied 
by plants, the canopy sublayer (CSL).  
The mean velocity profile is strongly altered in the RSL, deviating from the 
logarithmic shape of the SL and showing a characteristic inflection point around the height 
of the roughness elements. At this point the drag exerted on the flow by canopy elements is 
very high and wind shear is maximal. The presence of the inflection point suggests the 
analogy of RSL turbulent motion with that occurring in a plane mixing layer (Raupach et 
al., 1996). The plane mixing layer is characteristic of the region where two flows of 
different velocities interact. As we already said, it is characterized by an inflection point in 
the mean velocity profile that generates hydrodynamic instability processes, which 
ultimately determine the formation of coherent eddies at canopy top (Finnigan, 2000). The 
character of the inflection point is controlled by large boundary layer eddies which break 
down into coherent structures of the size of canopy height (sparse canopies) or smaller 
(dense canopies) (Raupach et al., 1996). However, the actual interaction between the air 
flow and vegetation can be understood only by considering the fine‒scale structure of 
canopy turbulence. 
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Previous studies were able to identify the energy containing coherent structures 
governing the transport of momentum in turbulent boundary layers over flat surfaces 
(Robinson, 1991), artificial (Raupach, 1981) and natural canopies (Baldocchi and 
Hutchison, 1987; Finnigan, 1979; Gao et al., 1989; Shaw et al., 1983). It was observed that 
turbulent transport of momentum and heat is far from being purely random, being on the 
contrary organized in low frequency coherent movement of the air, which are well 
distinguishable from high frequency random turbulence. Coherent structures consist of a 
sharp downward transport of higher velocity air from above (sweep or gust) and a 
following slow upward motion of lower velocity air from below (ejection or burst). 
Several methods have been applied to identify these structures in turbulence time 
series, which are usually collected at a single fixed point in space. Conditional sampling 
techniques allow the separation of the time series into different types of events, basing on 
the occurrence of a particular pattern in the data. Regarding horizontal momentum flux, 
quadrant‒hole analysis (Antonia, 1981; Lu and Willmarth, 1973) defines four quadrants 
based on the sign combinations of horizontal (u) and vertical (w) wind velocity. It allows 
the separation of the time series into four categories of events and, applying an additional 
threshold for momentum magnitude, the quantification of strong event contributions to 
overall flux. This method has been applied over several types of real canopies: crops 
(Finnigan, 1979; Shaw et al., 1983), orchards (Baldocchi and Hutchison, 1987) and forests 
(Baldocchi and Meyers, 1988; Katul et al., 1997). 
Another method was proposed by Gao et al. (1989) using scalar (temperature and 
humidity) time series to identify coherent structures. They observed the recurrence of ramp 
patterns in the time series at several heights within and above canopy. The ramps were 
formed by a gradual rise of temperature terminated by a sharp drop and they associated this 
pattern with the occurrence of coherent structures. These studies leaded to characterization 
of momentum transport over different canopies, showing similar patterns in most 
vegetation types (Finnigan, 2000). Turbulent motion at vegetation‒atmosphere interface is 
governed by intermittent large sweeps; while, moving away from the surface, sweep and 
ejection contribution become similar.  
Coherent structures above and within canopies exist over a wide range of scales, from 
large boundary layer eddies to small scale within‒canopy turbulence. Therefore, in order to 
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better characterize turbulent transport, several studies attempted to investigate the spatial 
and temporal scales involved in the process (Brunet and Irvine, 2000; Hogstrom et al., 
1996; Paw U et al., 1992; Raupach, 1981; Wang et al., 1992). Among different techniques 
applied (e.g. visual detection, space‒time correlation function, etc.), wavelet analysis has 
been more frequently used because it offers an automatic method of ramp identification in 
the frequency and time domains of a time series (Collineau and Brunet, 1993; Thomas and 
Foken, 2005). The wavelet transform method has been implemented in most of the recent 
studies over vegetation canopies, which have been primarily conducted in forests (Eder et 
al., 2013; Thomas and Foken, 2007) and reported time scales of several tens of seconds. 
Wavelets are able to match the shape of the ramps, successfully isolating coherent 
structures from random turbulence. However, this method does not include small scale 
turbulent transport, since a lower threshold limit has to be selected before the analysis. The 
choice of the appropriate smaller temporal scale is critical in order to exclude the minimum 
part of the flux from the analysis. Furthermore, wavelets showed to have problems in 
separating coherent structures that immediately follow each other, and to overestimate the 
number of coherent events during quiescent periods (Barthlott et al., 2007). Nevertheless, 
wavelet analysis is still a valuable method because it permits the individuation of the whole 
coherent structure, ejection and sweep portions together. 
In the present work we propose a new technique for the evaluation of temporal scales, 
based on identification of events by quadrant analysis (section 2.4.3). In order to eliminate 
background noise by random turbulence and to identify coherent motions, we applied a 
low‒pass filter on the time series (like previous wavelet analysis studies (e.g. Thomas and 
Foken (2005))). However, our method permits to go back to the original time series to 
calculate the stress faction associated with the detected event and, therefore, including most 
of total momentum flux. Additionally, the method proposed is potentially able to identify 
both short and long events, since no low‒threshold is applied, except for the block 
averaging interval (1 s in our case) that is anyway smaller than characteristic temporal 
scales found in previous studies. However, quadrant analysis does not permit to follow the 
temporal sequence of sweeps and ejections, precluding the individuation of whole coherent 
structures. 
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Given these general features of vegetation‒atmosphere interaction, canopy shape 
influences the organization of turbulent transport. The size of coherent structures can be 
related to canopy height, with larger scales as the height of vegetation increases due to 
lower shear at canopy top (Paw U et al., 1992). However, most of recent turbulence profile 
experiments have been conducted in tall canopies, such as forests, while only few 
considered turbulence organization in short canopies. Among them, homogenous and dense 
crops like wheat and maize received more attention in the past (Finnigan, 1979; Shaw et al., 
1983). 
Canopy architecture and vertical distribution of foliage density can play a role on 
turbulence characteristics in the CSL. However, only few studies investigated the influence 
of different canopy structures on turbulent flow organization (Bailey and Stoll, 2013; 
Dupont and Brunet, 2008; Huang et al., 2009; Poggi et al., 2004). They reported that as 
foliage density increases the characteristic inflection point at canopy top is better defined 
and steeper, leading to an organization of turbulence more similar to a plane mixing layer. 
However, most of this kind of studies were conducted in artificial canopies or using 
modelling simulations, while only few investigated the influence of seasonal changes in 
real canopy structure on turbulent motions (Dupont and Patton, 2012). 
Focusing on seasonal change effects, a canopy like vineyard offers a perfect subject of 
study. Indeed, vineyards are characterized by large changes in leaf area density (LAD) and 
canopy height within few months. Furthermore, it represents a special case among short 
canopies, being typically organized in well‒defined rows. The distance between rows is 
normally on the order of canopy height, making it a relatively sparse canopy, but, at the 
same time, foliage in the rows is very dense exerting a considerable drag on the mean flow. 
Previous studies reported that organization of turbulent flow over vineyards is similar to 
homogenous canopies (Chahine et al., 2014; Francone et al., 2012; Weiss and Allen, 
1976a). However, wind direction relative to row orientation may play a role modifying the 
degree of penetration of above‒canopy structure into the CSL (Chahine et al., 2014). 
These kinds of studies are fundamental to understand canopy ventilation regime, which 
can be linked to several practical application in vineyard management. For example, the 
analysis of within‒canopy turbulent motions is very important to predict small particles 
dispersion, like fungal spores, and minimize infection studying the effect on leaf wetness 
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duration. Furthermore, it could lead to improvement of spraying methods, which have high 
application frequency during the growing season with possible heavy environmental 
impact. 
The aims of our study are to characterize the organization of turbulent transport within 
and above a hedgerow vineyard and to follow the continuous evolution of turbulent motions 
during the growing season, from bud break to fully developed canopy. Additionally, a new 
method to investigate time scales of coherent structures governing momentum transport is 
presented. 
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2 Methods 
 Site description and experimental setup 2.1
The experiment was conducted from April to July 2015 in a flat hedgerow‒trained 
vineyard (Vitis Vinifera) cv Sauvignon Blanc located in the North East of Italy 
(45°44'25.80"N 12°45'1.40"E). The vineyard is planted in rows oriented 35‒125 °N, spaced 
2.2 m apart and 0.5 m width; the canopy trunk space is 0.7 m and the maximum trellis 
height is 2 m. We decided to take the trellis height as the nominal canopy height (h) and we 
monitored the development of the canopy through the season. Once the vines reached 2 m, 
the plants were mechanically pruned to maintain this maximum height. 
 
Fig. 1 Array of sonic anemometers on the 5 m tower and canopy characteristics (a), satellite image of the 
vineyard (b) and wind rose plot of the sonic at 4 m during the measurement period (c). 
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 Turbulence measurements 2.2
A vertical profile of five Campbell Scientific sonic anemometers CSAT3 has been 
installed on a 5 m tower. The instrument heights were selected in order to detect the 
changes in turbulent flow characteristics due to vegetation growth. Four sonic anemometers 
have been deployed in the middle of inter‒row within the canopy at 0.5 m (in the trunk 
space), 1 m, 1.5 m and 2 m; and one at 4 m (2h) as surface layer reference. The 
anemometers have been aligned on the vertical axis and pointed towards East. 
High frequency observations of wind vector components and sonic temperature were 
synchronously digitally sampled at 20 Hz using a CR3000 Campbell Scientific datalogger 
for the four sonics in the canopy. The highest sonic was collected on a separate CR3000 
datalogger as part of an eddy covariance system. The clocks of the dataloggers were 
synchronized using a server connection once a day at midnight. The raw data were stored in 
binary daily files and subdivided later in 30 minutes block files. Data processing was 
performed on this time interval. 
 Characterization of canopy structure 2.3
Canopy foliage and shape had been regularly monitored, ca. every 14 days, from bud 
break (30/04) to maximum foliage development (16/07) by optical and direct methods (Fig. 
2). We assessed leaf area index (LAI) using Li-Cor LAI-2000 plant canopy analyzer. 
Measurements have been performed on diagonal transect in the inter‒row, to better 
characterize the row structure of the canopy, and at several locations in the footprint area.  
At the same time, direct measurements of LAI have been carried on five plants in the 
footprint area. The number of shoots per vine was counted and randomly selected shoots 
have been collected from left, center and right of the vine. During the experiment we used 
two different direct methods to obtain LAI. During the first month, we measured the width 
and length of each leaf with a ruler on selected shoots. Then, we calculated the leaf area 
from an empirical relation calibrated on the same vineyard. Once the canopy was more 
developed and the number of leaves became too large, we used a destructive sampling 
method, measuring leaf area directly. To better correlate canopy structure with turbulence 
data, the canopy crown has been subdivided into three layers (0.7‒1.2 m, 1.2‒1.7 m, 1.7‒2 
m) and LAI have been measured using direct methods for each layer. 
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Fig. 2 Development of canopy foliage (left) and time course of Leaf Area Density [m
2
 m
‒3
] for each canopy 
layer during the growing season (right). 
In the context of turbulence characteristics analysis, a more appropriate parameter to 
characterize canopy structure is the leaf area density (LAD), the total leaf area in a 
reference volume [m
2
 m
‒3
]. We calculated canopy average leaf area density as LAD = LAI 
(row width) (canopy height), assuming a width of 0.5 m and height of 2 m (Table 3). LAD 
of each layer has been calculated using the height of the layer instead of canopy height (Fig. 
2). 
Optical and direct methods gave comparable results; thus we were confident using 
LAD measured with direct methods in the present work. 
Table 4 Average leaf area density and canopy height during the growing season. 
Sampling date 13/05 19/05 27/05 04/06 22/06 07/07 
LAD [m
2
 m
‒3
] 1.1 1.9 2.3 3.8 6.8 8.8 
Canopy height [m] 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.9 2.0 
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 Data analysis 2.4
2.4.1 Data processing and period selection 
The 20 Hz data of velocity components at each height were horizontally rotated to 
align mean horizontal wind to the streamlines, obtaining u horizontal, v longitudinal and w 
vertical wind velocities. For each sonic the local angle of rotation has been used. To skip 
disturbed flow conditions, periods with average wind direction coming from the tower (225 
– 315 °N) have been discarded. Periods with rain or total number of sonic bad diagnostic 
flag greater than 1800 (90 sec) were not used for the analysis. Additionally, to ensure that 
the flow was in turbulent motion, 30‒min periods with u or w standard deviations lower 
than 0.1 m s
‒1
 were discarded. All the calculations have been performed using IDL scripts 
developed for the purpose. 
We subdivided the dataset in seven periods of increasing LAD, starting from an 
“empty” canopy (LAD assumed zero) to a final LAD of 8.8 m2 m‒3. Each period, of about 
14 days, was associated with a LAD value measured in the middle of the period. 
2.4.2 Quadrant analysis 
To analyze the influence of canopy structural changes on the organization of motion, 
we performed a quadrant analysis (Lu and Willmarth, 1973) as described by Shaw et al. 
(1983). The products of the instantaneous fluctuations u’ and w’ (defined as 𝑥′ = 𝑥 − ?̅? , 
where x is the instantaneous value and ?̅? is the average over the 30‒min period) are 
separated in four quadrants according to the sign of velocity fluctuations. To each quadrant 
is associated a type of event: quadrant I (q1) u’ > 0 and w’ > 0, outward interactions; 
quadrant II (q2) u’ < 0 and w’ > 0, ejections; quadrant III (q3) u’ < 0 and w’ < 0, inward 
interactions; quadrant IV (q4) u’ > 0 and w’ < 0, sweeps. The events linked to downward 
momentum transport are sweeps and ejections, while outward and inward interactions 
transport momentum upward.  
It is possible to isolate progressively stronger events defining an excluded region in the 
quadrants, the so called quadrant “hole”, defined as 
 𝐻 =  |𝑢′𝑤′|/ |𝑢′𝑤′|̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   (1) 
A conditional sampling is then performed on high frequency data, the instantaneous 
values of u’w’ are selected based on a conditioning function Ci,H : 
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𝐶𝑖,𝐻 = {
 1, if the point lies in the ith quadrant and |𝑢′𝑤′| ≥  𝐻|𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅|
0, otherwise
 
(2) 
 
The quadrant stress fraction Si,H is then calculated as 
 𝑆𝑖,𝐻 = 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑖,𝐻/ 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (3) 
Where the conditionally averaged stress is computed as 
 
𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑖,𝐻 =  
1
𝑇
 ∫ 𝑢′𝑤′(𝑡)
𝑇
0
𝐶𝑖,𝐻(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 (4) 
It is also possible to calculate the time fraction Ti,H occupied by events of each quadrant: 
 
𝑇𝑖,𝐻 =  
1
𝑇
 ∫ 𝐶𝑖,𝐻(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
. (5) 
The time fraction gives information about the total time in the period where sweeps, 
ejections or interactions were present. This is useful to generally describe the organization 
of motions, but it does not give any information on the characteristics, like duration, size 
and stress fraction of single events. We propose a more detailed analysis, based on the 
principle of quadrant analysis, to better characterize events governing the transport of 
momentum. 
2.4.3 Quadrant event duration analysis 
This section will give a description of the methodology applied to identify single event 
characteristics. First, horizontal axis rotation and filtering of high frequency data of velocity 
components has been applied, as described in section 2.2.1. Afterwards, 20 Hz time series 
have been reduced to 1 Hz resolution by applying standard block averaging. This procedure 
is necessary to eliminate high frequency noise, which would not allow the identification of 
organized structures due to frequent crossing of quadrants when u’w’ is very small. We are 
confident that the application of this low‒pass filter is not removing most of the signal from 
the time series, since we then go back to 20 Hz data to calculate stress fraction as described 
later. However, a 1 Hz block averaging reduced the 30‒min overall momentum flux of 
about 15‒25%. The selection of the averaging interval is critical because it sets the 
minimum event time scale detected (ex. 1 Hz block average set the minimum to 1 sec) and, 
at the same time, it influences the identification of large scale events. 
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After that, quadrant analysis has been applied to 1 Hz time series of u’ and w’, 
identifying which contiguous points lay in the same quadrant by conditional sampling as 
described in section 2.4.2. For each quadrant and hole size a series of u’w’i,H has been 
identified. From that, an artificial series of 1800 points (1 Hz, 30 min) has been generated 
with the value of Ci,H (0 or 1) previously calculated for each point. Every group of 
contiguous points with value of 1 represents one event of the quadrant. By counting the 
number of records in each group we then calculated the duration Dej,i,H in seconds of the 
event 
 
𝐷𝑒𝑗,𝑖,𝐻 =  
1
𝑠𝑓
 ∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝐻
𝑛
𝑘=0
 (6) 
where j is the number of events for the quadrant i
th
 and hole size H; sf is the sampling 
frequency (1 Hz); n is the number of points in the group j of contiguous records where Ci,H 
= 1. Using the same method, it is also possible to obtain time intervals between the events. 
We created a mask time series Gi,H of Ci,H with 
 
𝐺𝑖,𝐻 = {
 1, if 𝐶𝑖,𝐻 = 0
0, if 𝐶𝑖,𝐻 = 1
 
(7) 
 
and, from that, we calculated the time interval Iel,i,H between events 
 
𝐼𝑒𝑙,𝑖,𝐻 =  
1
𝑠𝑓
 ∑ 𝐺𝑖,𝐻
𝑚
𝑘=0
 (8) 
with l the number of event intervals in the quadrant i
th
 and hole size H; m the number of 
consecutive points in the group l where Gi,H = 1. 
A this point, for each quadrant and hole size we have a series of durations Dei,H and 
intervals Iei,H. The stress fraction Sej,i,H associated with each event duration was calculated 
going back to the original 20 Hz time series values: 
 𝑆𝑒𝑗,𝑖,𝐻 = 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑗,𝑖,𝐻/ 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (9) 
Each point in j corresponds to 20 records of the original time series, thus it is necessary to 
use high frequency u’w’ to not miss information. We considered all 20 high frequency 
records, whether or not lying in the quadrant, as part of a single event. 
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The frequency distributions of Dei,H and the associate stress fraction transported by 
each event gives detailed information on which size of events are more frequent and/or 
important for momentum transport. Additionally, statistical moments of durations and 
intervals can be computed. 
We performed the latter analysis and the standard quadrant analysis for different 
heights and LAD periods, in order to better characterize the properties of above and within 
canopy turbulent flow. 
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3 Results 
 Quadrant analysis 3.1
In this section results for standard quadrant analysis will be presented. To understand 
the organization of turbulent flow it is interesting to look at the stress fraction transported in 
each quadrant. Events in q2 are called ejections, in q4 are called sweeps and q1 and q3 are 
outward and inward interactions respectively. The overall 30‒min momentum flux 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is 
generally negative, transporting momentum towards ground. Sweeps and ejections have 
negative sign and, consequently, usually dominate the transport. Interactions in q1 and q3 
have positive sign and act as counter gradient to momentum flux. 
The ratio between the sum of stress fraction in q1 and q3 and the sum in q2 and q4 is 
called exuberance (Shaw et al., 1983). Fig. 3a shows the vertical profiles of average 
exuberance calculated for different stability conditions and canopy growing stages, 
characterized by increasing average LAD. For the near‒neutral case without leaves, the 
ratio increased in magnitude with height from ‒ 0.26 at 0.5 m to ‒ 0.35 at 4 m. As foliage 
developed and became denser in the bottom layer (0.7‒1.2 m), the exuberance of transport 
increased to ‒ 0.62 in the trunk space. At 1 m, it also increased to ‒ 0.51, but only when 
upper layers of foliage became denser. At 1.5 m, measurements at beginning and end of 
growing season showed a constant value of about ‒ 0.25. Similarly, at canopy top the 
exuberance did not vary much during the season, slightly decreasing from ‒ 0.36 to ‒ 0.24. 
The unstable and stable cases showed similar patterns with evolving LAD; however the 
magnitude of exuberance was slightly larger in unstable conditions and much larger in 
stable conditions in the bottom layers with values around ‒ 0.8. Even if the contribution by 
interactions increased with stability and LAD, the ratio remained negative in all conditions, 
meaning that on average sweeps and ejections were governing the transport of momentum. 
To evaluate the relative contribution by sweeps and ejections, the ratio between S4,0 
and S2,0 is presented in Fig. 3b. Above canopy, the ratio slightly increased during the 
growing season for near‒neutral and stable conditions, from 1.0 to 1.3 and 1.3 to 1.6 
respectively. Instead, in unstable conditions, the ratio was always rather constant being 
close to 1.0. 
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Fig. 3 Vertical profiles of wind exuberance (𝑺𝟏,𝟎 + 𝑺𝟑,𝟎)/(𝑺𝟐,𝟎 + 𝑺𝟒,𝟎) (a) and sweeps to ejections stress 
fraction ratio (S4,0/S2,0) (b) for different stability conditions and leaf area density (LAD) periods. 
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At canopy top, the contribution by sweeps increased slightly more than above with foliage 
development and only in stable conditions the increase was significant (from 1.5 to 2.0). At 
Fig. 4 Vertical profiles of ejection (a) and sweep (b) time fractions for different stability conditions and LAD 
periods. 
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1.5 m, the ratio increased, from an empty to fully developed canopy, of about 25% in all 
stability cases. At 1 m, when foliage became dense at this height (LAD = 2.4 m
2
 m
‒3
) 
sweep contribution increased from 1.2 to about 1.8, reaching the highest value of neutral 
conditions. As foliage became denser and the upper layers developed, the ratio at 1 m 
started to decrease again getting to 1.5 at fully developed canopy. In contrast, in the trunk 
space the contribution by sweeps and ejections was rather constant during the season for all 
stability cases: about 1.5 in unstable and neutral conditions and 1.7 for the stable case. In 
general, sweeps contribution tended to increase with LAD but showed a different behavior 
in the lower layer of the canopy with very dense foliage. At this height, the ratio first 
increased but then came back closer to no‒leaves values. On the contrary, the ratio of 
sweeps to ejections was not particularly affected by canopy development in the trunk space 
and above canopy. 
The relative contribution by ejections to momentum flux reduced within the canopy as 
foliage became denser, but the time fraction (T2,0) occupied by these events increased in all 
stability conditions (Fig. 4a) from about 30 ‒ 32% to 35 ‒ 38%. On the other hand, sweep 
time fraction (T4,0) was smaller in magnitude, being less than 30% (Fig. 4b). T4,0 decreased 
within the canopy along the season where, conversely, the relative contribution by sweeps 
was larger. 
In order to study the importance of different frequency and magnitude events in 
transporting momentum, we performed quadrant analysis with an excluded hole region of 
varying size. We selected one “gold” day for each LAD period and, within it, 30‒min 
periods of unstable, near‒neutral and stable conditions (Table 5). The stress fraction |Si,H| at 
each height was calculated normalizing the stress in quadrant i and hole size H by the 30‒
min momentum flux at the same height. In Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 stress fraction with 
varying hole size for near‒neutral, unstable and stable conditions respectively are 
presented.  
Without leaves (Fig. 5a), ejections and sweeps contributed to the same amount of 
momentum flux above the canopy (about 80%), whereas within the canopy ejections 
transported 60% of the flux but sweep contribution was not reduced. With increasing hole 
size, sweeps remained predominant along the whole profile being more intermittent 
compared to ejections. 
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Table 5 Basic characteristics of selected 30‒min periods: atmospheric stability (unstable (U), near‒neutral 
(NN), stable (S)); wind direction (WDir) at different heights; wind speed (WSpeed) above canopy.  
 
 
z/L 
WDir 4 
m 
[°N] 
WDir 2 
m 
[°N] 
WDir 1.5 
m 
[°N] 
WDir 1 
m 
[°N] 
WDir 0.5 
m 
[°N] 
WSpeed 4 
m 
[m s
‒1
] 
06/04/2015 
LAD 0 
U ‒0.17 20 20 20 17 20 2.8 
NN ‒
0.004 
76 77 77 71 77 
2.1 
S 0.43 61 62 66 55 71 1.3 
07/05/2015 
LAD 1.1 
U ‒0.17 62 60 56 60 57 3.2 
NN 0.015 33 32 31 31 31 3.0 
S 0.32 17 12 14 11 9 1.1 
28/05/2015 
LAD 2.4 
U ‒0.18 196 207 ‒ 203 212 2.6 
NN ‒
0.003 
172 180 ‒ 178 199 
2.8 
S 0.28 133 130 ‒ 112 170 1.2 
08/06/2015 
LAD 3.8 
U ‒0.14 189 203 ‒ 198 221 1.6 
NN ‒
0.008 
45 35 ‒ 36 26 
2.0 
S 0.12 26 19 ‒ 28 20 1.6 
17/06/2015 
LAD 6.8 
U ‒0.2 193 209 ‒ 203 215 1.2 
NN ‒
0.005 
76 73 ‒ 41 13 
2.4 
S 0.2 86 77 ‒ 37 348 1.1 
09/07/2015 
LAD 8.8 
U ‒0.15 95 92 ‒ 55 ‒ 2.0 
NN ‒
0.005 
65 73 ‒ 35 ‒ 
3.1 
S 0.11 19 39 ‒ 29 ‒ 1.2 
Following the evolution of canopy morphology (Fig. 5b to f), it can be seen a clear 
effect of the increase in LAD on vertical profile. As the lower layer of foliage became 
denser, the stress fraction transported by sweeps in the trunk space increased relative to 
ejections (80% and 60% respectively). Additionally, the contribution of strong downward 
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events became predominant at 0.5m, as showed in Fig. 5c, with 50% of momentum flux 
transported by events 15 times larger than the average flux. Thus, turbulent transport in the 
bottom canopy was characterized by strong intermittent events transporting most of the 
flux. At the same time, ejections also became more intermittent compared to no‒foliage 
stage at 0.5m, but only 10% of the stress was transported by events 10 times larger than 
average. 
These patterns were accentuated as foliage became denser and grown vertically (Fig. 
5d to f). With a fully developed foliage, sweeps greater than 20 times larger than average 
were transporting 50% of the flux at 1 m. There was a clear effect of evolving canopy 
morphology on stress fraction profile: at the denser and upper layer the intermittency 
increased especially for sweeps, but also for ejections and outward/inward interactions. 
Sweeps contributed to about 80% of the flux both above and within canopy with or without 
leaves, whereas ejections had the same importance above canopy for the period without 
leaves and the contribution decreased to about 60% both above and below canopy as 
foliage developed. An interesting pattern is shown in Fig. 5e. With an almost fully 
developed canopy, the stress fractions of the four quadrants in the trunk space were less 
intermittent than above.  
Outward and inward interactions, acting opposite to momentum transport towards 
ground, contributed to a smaller fraction. In general, outward interactions showed to be 
larger and more intermittent compared to inward interactions. Without leaves, these events 
were more significant above canopy, but when foliage became denser, the fraction of 
interactions increased in the canopy where foliage was present, with prevalence of outward 
movements. In denser layers and in the trunk space, inward/outward interactions reached 
values corresponding to 40‒50% of momentum flux.  
These results concerned periods of near‒neutral stability, the effect of atmospheric 
stratification is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, for unstable and stable conditions respectively. 
During periods of unstable regime, the contribution by sweeps and ejections above canopy 
was about the same, both being around 80% at H = 0 during the whole period. Without 
leaves, Fig. 6a, sweep intermittency showed to be higher close to ground and, in general, it 
was greater at all heights compared to neutral conditions. Ejections showed similar patterns 
as neutral stability above canopy, while within the canopy the intermittency was larger. 
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Fig. 5 Vertical profiles of stress fraction in the four quadrants with an excluded varying hole size (H) for 
near neutral conditions. Vertical lines are contour lines of absolute stress fraction |Si,H|. The rectangle in q4 
represents the canopy shape subdivided into three layers of evolving LAD, darker green color means higher 
LAD. 
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  Fig. 6 Same as Fig.1 but for unstable conditions. 
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  Fig. 7 Same as Fig.1 but for stable regime. 
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Outward interactions were transporting a greater amount of stress fraction (30‒40%) 
compared to near‒neutral conditions and were characterized by a larger number of strong 
events, especially in denser layers. In stable conditions (Fig. 7), sweeps were transporting a 
larger stress fraction compared to ejections, like in near‒neutral regime, and the 
intermittency was much higher compared to ejections both above and below canopy. The 
stress fraction associated with outward/inward interactions was smaller than for unstable 
regime and comparable with neutral conditions, becoming greater in the canopy with 
increasing LAD. 
The characteristics of momentum transport were also influenced by wind direction. 
Whether wind was coming diagonal to rows (57‒102 and 147‒192 °N) or parallel (12‒57 
and 192‒237 °N), the profile of the ejection quadrant was showing different patterns, but 
without any particular effect on sweeps. With wind blowing diagonal to rows, ejections at 
the level of denser upper layer were less intermittent compare to above and below (Fig. 5d, 
e and d; Fig. 6c, f; Fig. 7c, e). Instead, with wind parallel to rows, ejections were 
transporting stress fraction with the same intermittency as above (Fig. 5d; Fig. 6d, e; Fig. 
7d, f). 
To better appreciate the concept of intermittency, Fig. 8 shows the patterns of stress 
fraction Si,H and time fraction Ti,H with varying hole size for an empty canopy (a) and 
medium developed canopy with LAD = 3.8 m
2
 m
‒3
 (b) in near‒neutral conditions. Stress 
and time were different functions of hole size in both periods for q2 and q4. The transport is 
classified as intermittent when time fraction decreases more rapidly with hole size than 
stress fraction. This implies that a large fraction of stress is transported in a small fraction 
of time and short‒lived events of large magnitude are present. Without leaves (Fig. 8a), 
sweep stress fraction showed the same pattern with hole sizes at all heights and sweeps 
were quite intermittent, with events 10 times larger than 𝑢′𝑤′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  transporting about 30% of the 
flux in less than 2% of the time. On the other hand, ejection contribution at 4 m was larger 
and more intermittent than within canopy, transporting 20% of the flux in 2% of the time at 
H = 10, compared to less than 5% of momentum in 1% of the time in the canopy. 
Outward/inward interaction stress and time fractions presented a similar shape with varying 
hole size, except above canopy where interaction stress fractions were double than below. 
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Fig. 8 Absolute stress fractions |Si,H| and time fractions Ti,H .at each level for near-neutral 
30‒min periods with LAD = 0 (a) and LAD = 3.8 m2 m‒3 (b). 
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Fig. 8b shows the result for a medium developed canopy with dense foliage in the 
layer between 0.7 and 1.2 m. The presence of leaves highly influenced the transport of 
momentum both in and above canopy. In the trunk space, all quadrants contributed to a 
rather large amount of stress and were characterized by high intermittency; nevertheless 
sweeps were predominant in transporting momentum. At 1 m, where foliage was very 
dense, transport was strongly dominated by highly intermittent sweeps, accounting for 50% 
of flux at H = 10 in 2% of the time. Ejections were still important, transporting 60% of total 
flux but only with relatively weak events, at H = 10 only 2% of the stress was due to 
ejections. The transport at 2 and 4 m was presenting the same features as for the empty 
canopy: sweeps were still more significant than ejections, but less intermittent than below, 
and interactions were playing a minor role. 
 Quadrant event duration analysis 3.2
Traditional quadrant analysis allows for a description of the organization of turbulent 
transport, identifying the type of events involved and their relative magnitude to overall 
momentum flux and frequency. However, the events are not defined individually in their 
absolute duration. In this section results from a study of event temporal scales based on 
adapted quadrant analysis are presented. 
The analysis, described in section 2.4.3, allows for the calculation of single event 
duration (De) in each quadrant. From event durations, a frequency distribution of quadrant 
events in each time class was derived. The maximum time class was set to 20 s, which is 
enough to include most or all the events in the 30‒min period, with 1 s bin size. At the 
same time, stress fraction associated with the events in each class can be calculated.  
Frequency and stress fraction distribution for sweeps and ejections over duration 
classes are presented for near‒neutral 30‒min period without leaves (Fig. 9a) and for a 
well‒developed canopy (Fig. 9b). The most frequent events were of short duration (1‒2 s); 
however these events were transporting only a minor fraction of total momentum flux. The 
dominant temporal scales in momentum transport were between 2 and 4 s for both sweeps 
and ejections. However, sweeps were carrying larger stress fraction compared to ejections 
of the same duration. Without leaves no clear difference between heights could be detected, 
whereas, with a developed canopy, events of 2‒4 s at canopy bottom were transporting 
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higher stress fraction compared to above. This is in agreement with what found using 
traditional quadrant analysis. 
The daily time course of De frequency distribution for a middle season day (June, 8) at 
1 m is presented in Fig. 10. Sweeps exhibited a more compact pattern, with highly frequent 
events of 2‒4 s and maximum duration lower than 10 s during most of the day. The ejection 
durations were more spread: frequent events were distributed over a wider range (2‒7 s) 
and with maximum De around 15 s. The onset of stable conditions clearly increased the 
maximum length of both sweeps and ejections. Additionally, events were distributed over a 
wider range of durations without any clear pattern. The presence of both short and long 
events could be interpreted as a signal of high intermittency and low organization of 
turbulent flow. 
The effect of LAD and stability on event durations (De) and intervals (Ie) is 
summarized in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 respectively. In order to eliminate short semi‒random 
events not involved in momentum transport, data with an excluding hole size H = 2 are 
presented. Ejections were characterized by longer durations (5‒6 s) compared to sweeps (3‒
4 s), with higher values in unstable and stable conditions (Fig. 11). The duration was 
slightly larger above canopy and it decreased approaching the ground. No significant effect 
of LAD evolution was detected; only in stable conditions ejection De increased at the top 
and within canopy as foliage became denser. 
Similar patterns were exhibited by time intervals between events (Fig. 12). Sweeps had 
shorter intervals compared to ejections on average (20 and 25 s respectively) and no clear 
influence of LAD was found. However, there was a visible effect for time intervals between 
ejections in stable conditions: Ie increased at canopy top from 20 to 36 s during the growing 
season. A similar pattern was shown in unstable conditions, but with a more limited 
increase (from 20 to 30 s). 
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Fig. 9 Frequency (left) and stress fraction (right) distribution for sweeps and ejections 
over duration classes; without leaves (a) and with LAD = 6.8 (b). 
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Fig. 10 Daily time course of duration frequency distribution of ejections (top) and sweeps (middle) for a 
medium‒developed canopy (June, 8) at 1 m and daily pattern of stability parameter z/L (bottom). Red and 
blue colors represent high and low frequent events respectively. 
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Fig. 11 Vertical profiles of ejection (a) and sweep (b) durations De for different stability conditions and LAD 
periods, after applying an excluding hole size H = 2. 
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Fig. 12 Vertical profiles of intervals Ie between ejections (a) and sweeps (b) for different stability conditions and 
LAD periods, after applying an excluding hole size H = 2. 
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Fig. 13 Relationship of event duration De (top) and intervals Ie (bottom) with wind speed U at canopy top (2 
m), after applying an excluding hole size H = 2. Different colors represent atmospheric stability classes: 
unstable (red); near‒neutral (orange); stable (blue). 
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Stable and unstable conditions are often characterized by low wind velocity, so we 
analyzed the relationship between mean wind velocity (U) and event duration/intervals at 
canopy top (Fig. 13). Durations and intervals decreased as wind speed increased following 
a hyperbolic function. However, different patterns were found for sweeps and ejections at 
low wind speeds (U < 1 m s
‒1
). Ejections showed a wider range of durations and intervals, 
reaching larger values of De and Ie. Maximum sweep duration was around 8 s, while for 
ejections 14 s. Intervals between sweeps did not go over 40 s, whereas ejection intervals 
extended up to 60 s. At wind speeds greater than 2 m s
‒1
 the durations and intervals were 
not varying with increasing shear. De was within the range 3‒5 s and 4‒6 s, while Ie 15‒20 
s and 17‒22s, for sweeps and ejections respectively.  
Periods of near‒neutral conditions had U > 1 m s‒1, thus duration and intervals did not 
vary much with wind speed. Stable periods were confined mostly in low wind conditions 
with larger durations and intervals, whereas unstable periods covered the whole range of 
wind speeds and event temporal scales. 
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4 Discussion 
The study of turbulent flow organization above and within canopy with an evolving 
canopy structure was performed using classical quadrant analysis. Additionally, temporal 
scales of events have been investigated using a new method also based on conditional 
sampling. 
Our results showed that the relative importance of sweeps to ejections in transporting 
momentum increased from above to within the canopy, confirming the transition from 
boundary‒layer to canopy flow, characterized by mixing‒layer organization of motion 
(Finnigan, 2000; Raupach et al., 1996). Above canopy the sweep to ejection ratio was close 
to unity during the whole experiment, meaning that the organization of the flow at 4 m was 
not affected by canopy development and this level being in the surface layer. 
The magnitude of sweeps to ejection ratio at different level in the canopy changed as 
foliage developed. Without leaves, the ratio was greater close to ground while during 
successive canopy stages the highest value was recorded at the closest level below the 
presence of denser foliage. In the trunk space the relative contribution of sweeps to 
ejections remained constant during the whole season, while at canopy top sweep 
importance slightly increased during each stage. These patterns suggest that turbulent flow 
in the empty canopy was more similar to a rough‒wall boundary layer, whereas as foliage 
developed in density and height the flow evolved to a characteristic canopy regime, with 
the level of transition from free air flow to canopy flow shifting up during the season. 
Previous studies addressed the change of turbulent transport organization above and 
within canopies characterized by different densities (Dupont and Brunet, 2008; Poggi et al., 
2004), but only few investigated the change in turbulent flow between a foliated and non‒
foliated canopy (Dupont and Patton, 2012; Francone et al., 2012). In addition, we were able 
to study the vertical variation of turbulence organization due to minimal structural changes 
in the same canopy. 
The effect of increasing foliage density was consistent with the transition between 
open and denser canopies (Dupont and Brunet, 2008; Poggi et al., 2004). As foliage 
developed, the organization of turbulent transport in the lower canopy decreased as 
indicated by greater flow exuberance at 0.5 and 1 m. Our values ranged between ‒ 0.2 and 
‒ 0.8, which is in agreement with the exuberance reported by Baldocchi and Meyers (1988) 
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in a deciduous forest. Interactions were always minor compared to sweeps and ejections; 
however their contribution increased in the trunk space as the first layer of leaves came out 
and, once the upper layers developed, it increased also in the lower foliated layer. The 
intensification of the interaction terms can be related to the complexity of within‒canopy 
flow, which could have been generated also by wake turbulence and secondary circulations 
(Baldocchi and Meyers, 1988). 
The change in wind field characteristics between top and bottom canopy was 
significant. In the low canopy, where wind speed is weak, the flux was composed by the 
small sum of large contributions by all quadrants, including interactions. Similar results 
were found by Baldocchi and Hutchison (1987), however they reported stress fractions 
larger than unity and in our case this value was exceeded only by sweeps. Dupont and 
Patton (2012) detected a decrease of sweep contribution in the trunk space of an almond 
orchard when the canopy was foliated, probably because structures do not penetrate as 
deeply under this condition. This is not our case, stress fraction transported by sweeps was 
still dominant, most likely because the row architecture of the canopy allows organized 
structures to enter more deeply. Nevertheless, in the bottom canopy they transported small 
momentum flux and the strength of sweeps was dampened. 
On the other hand, the exuberance slightly decreased during the growing season at 
canopy top, meaning that at this level the coherency of turbulent transport slightly increased 
with canopy development. The same behavior, with marginal increase of sweep 
contribution and transport efficiency, was observed by Francone et al. (2012) in the 
roughness sublayer above the canopy of three different vineyards from early vegetative 
season to fully developed foliage. Thus, we can argue that turbulent flow organization was 
not strongly affected by canopy development in the layer just above roughness elements, 
while the greatest effects were experienced within the canopy. 
Canopy turbulent transport is known to be highly intermittent: most of the stress is 
transported during period of strong turbulence, which occupy a small fraction of the time 
(Raupach, 1981). This characteristic has been confirmed by several studies in natural 
(Baldocchi and Hutchison, 1987; Finnigan, 1979; Shaw et al., 1983) and artificial canopies 
(Poggi et al., 2004; Raupach et al., 1986). Our results showed that transport intermittency 
increased during the growing season within the canopy where foliage was present. Sweeps 
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were more intermittent than ejections, with significant amount of stress fraction transported 
by strong events at large hole sizes. On average, sweeps had smaller time fractions than 
ejections, confirming their intermittent character, and their presence decreased within the 
canopy as foliage density increased. Nevertheless, at canopy top and above, sweeps were 
present during about 30% of the time throughout the whole season. 
Above canopy, ejection time fraction had roughly the same magnitude through the 
season, in agreement with values reported by previous studies in different canopies (Katul 
et al., 1997; Launiainen et al., 2007; Shaw et al., 1983). On the contrary, ejection time 
fraction increased in the upper canopy and decreased in the lower canopy when the 
overhead layers became very dense. This behavior can be associated to a higher 
organization of turbulent transport in the upper layers and lower organization at the bottom, 
where weak turbulence is present. 
The degree of intermittency at the highest level with foliage was dependent on wind 
direction. When wind was blowing across rows, the transport was less intermittent compare 
to above and, in contrast, for winds parallel to rows, the pattern was the same as above. 
However, this behavior was shown only by ejections and interactions. A possible 
explanation is that transversal wind, impacting directly on the row, establishes a motion 
where turbulence is enhanced and organized in strong sweeps and weak ejections. 
Increasing the excluding hole size, many ejections are too weak to be included and their 
contribution to overall stress fraction is underestimated, even if part of the same coherent 
structure with intermittent sweeps (Gao et al., 1989). On the contrary, row parallel winds 
have a different interaction with the canopy: the air enters at canopy top without being 
subjected to strong distortion and momentum is transported more efficiently along the 
vertical profile, as confirmed by the correlation coefficient of u and w (not shown here). 
The analysis of event time scales revealed that momentum transport in the vineyard 
was dominated by sweeps of 2‒4 s and ejections of 4‒6 s, which can be summed to 
estimate an average duration of dominating coherent structures in the order of 6‒10 s. Our 
result is of the same order of magnitude of time scales calculated using other methods in 
canopies of similar height (Table 2 in Feigenwinter and Vogt (2005)). Paw U et al. (1992) 
found time scales of 7‒50 s in a maize field of 2.6 m using temperature drop algorithm and 
visual detection, Brunet and Collineau (1994) obtained shorter time scales (3‒4 s) for a 
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maize crop of 1.55 m applying the wavelet detection method, while Qiu et al. (1995) 
detected longer structures (15‒25 s) in another maize field 2.6 m height with ramp detection 
and wavelet function method. The agreement with previous studies, obtained applying other 
methods, gives us confidence to rely on our event detection approach. In addition, we were 
able to calculate event frequency and stress fraction transported by the same duration class. 
Ejections covered a wider range of classes in the 30‒min period compared to sweeps and 
this can explain the longer average duration. The same result, with longer ejections 
compared to sweeps, was found by Qiu et al. (1995). 
The events transporting most of stress fraction were in the range of 2‒5 s, while shorter 
events were the most frequent but not involved in momentum transport. Thus, small scale 
events could be linked to inactive random turbulence. The evolution of canopy morphology 
did not have any clear influence on structure duration. Nevertheless, an effect of LAD 
could be detected for ejections during periods of stable conditions with larger duration 
when foliage was present. 
The variation of atmospheric stability had an effect on the organization of turbulent 
transport, but the influence was more pronounced during stable rather than unstable 
conditions. This confirms the hypothesis of Raupach et al. (1996), who considered the 
buoyancy effect negligible within and just above short canopies. Still, a departure from the 
neutral state intensified the importance of interaction terms and increased transport 
intermittency within the canopy. During periods of stable stratification, sweep contribution 
was greater compared to neutral and unstable conditions at all measurement heights. 
The relative importance of ejections did not increase in unstable periods compared to 
near‒neutral, as it could be expected due to buoyancy transport in daytime boundary layer. 
Li and Bou-Zeid (2011) found similar results over vineyard and lake for momentum 
transport, but at the same time they demonstrated that upward thermal plumes are 
predominant in transporting sensible heat. Therefore, they suggested that buoyancy‒
produced thermals significantly alter the distributions of scalars but hardly alter the 
distribution of momentum. 
From our results, we can say that the effect on sweep/ejection transport by transition 
from an empty to fully developed canopy was similar in magnitude to the change from 
unstable/neutral to stable stratification. 
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The onset of stable stratification caused the coexistence of different time scale events, 
from short to very long, with consequent longer average duration especially within the 
canopy where foliage was present. However, the latter could be more related to typical low 
winds of very stable stratification and free convection. This is confirmed by increasing 
event durations as wind speed approached zero. A possible explanation is that very weak 
turbulence is associated to low winds. In these conditions the drag exerted at canopy top is 
low, with a consequent decrease in wind shear. Thus, weak but long‒lived boundary layer 
eddies tend to retain their characteristics and the flow is only slightly modified by 
interaction with canopy structure. 
We want to point out that the large effect of leaf density on ejection duration during 
stable conditions (or very low winds) may be an artefact due to the use of a non‒zero 
excluding hole size in the analysis. As said before, the selection of a non‒zero hole size 
could lead to the elimination of weak ejections from the results, even if the event is part of a 
coherent structure with a strong sweep which was included (Gao et al., 1989). Therefore, 
during stable conditions, where momentum flux is small and ejections very weak, only long 
ejections can exceed the imposed threshold. Even if we selected the smallest hole size used 
in the analysis (H = 2), this effect was clearly impacting the results. A smaller H should be 
used for ejections compared to sweeps, but this would mean to use H = 0, including also 
background turbulence not involved in transport of momentum. This is a limitation of 
quadrant analysis compared to other methods used to identify coherent structures, like 
wavelets or visual detection. However, this is an automatized method and it can be applied 
on large dataset, giving a wide picture of the organization of turbulence under different 
conditions. 
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5 Conclusions 
The organization of within‒canopy turbulent transport evolved throughout the growing 
season along with vertical foliage development. Momentum flux was dominated by sweeps 
and their contribution relative to ejections increased in the presence of foliage. In the empty 
trunk space the ratio did not change during the season and, at the same time, the 
intermittency of transport increased at all heights. Atmospheric stability showed to have 
similar effects on the organization of turbulent transport as structure development. 
The analysis of event time scales revealed that momentum transport within the canopy 
was dominated by sweeps of 2‒4 s and ejections of 4‒6 s, which can be summed to 
estimate an average duration of dominating coherent structures in the order of 6‒10 s. The 
evolution of canopy morphology did not have any clear influence on structure duration; 
however event durations, especially ejections, showed to increase in low wind conditions. 
The new method to detect temporal scales demonstrated to be robust and applicable to large 
dataset, in spite of some limitations related to the choice of excluding hole size. 
This kind of studies can have practical applications in vineyard management. For 
example, the understanding of canopy turbulence regime is directly related to small particle 
dispersion, like fungal spores. Additionally, infections can be minimized studying the effect 
of canopy ventilation on leaf wetness duration. 
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Summary and conclusions 
Vineyard is a complex ecosystem with several sources/sinks of scalars, where vines 
and soil surface combine to give the overall flux of the canopy. The highly structured 
canopy of vineyards determines both a peculiar radiative regime and a characteristic 
turbulent mixing around foliage. Furthermore, the combination and strength of sources and 
sinks evolves throughout the year, driven by the annual cycle of grapevine. At the same 
time, the morphological structure of the vineyard is greatly variable over the year, shifting 
from an empty canopy during vine dormancy to dense foliage in summer. 
We focused on the study of the carbon budget of the vineyard and its partitioning 
between vine and grassed soil inter‒row. In 2015, the annual ecosystem carbon budget was 
about ‒ 80 g C m‒ 2 y‒ 1, however the largest part of carbon assimilation was due to grassed 
soil compartment (‒ 60 g C m‒2 y‒1). Therefore, we showed that vineyards can act as net 
sink of CO2 with an appropriate management (e.g. grassed inter‒row), giving an additional 
value of sustainability to viticulture. In any case, the interannual variability and the 
increasing frequency of extreme events (high intensities rainfall, summer heat‒waves, etc.) 
are challenging this important role of vineyards. 
Disentangling the vineyard carbon budget using the combination of 
micrometeorological methods and soil chambers proved to be useful but the coherency was 
not always clear. Actually, EC and soil chamber measurements were often different, even 
during periods where sources/sinks accounted by the two methods should have been 
similar. This behavior can be partly related to different soil conditions between the chamber 
collars and the larger eddy covariance footprint area. However, it could also be explained 
by particular conditions of turbulent transport in the canopy sublayer, especially in stable 
stratification. 
The vertical transport of scalars released/absorbed at the ground towards/from the 
overlying atmosphere is driven by canopy turbulence. We showed that turbulence 
characteristics were greatly influenced by canopy structure. Without leaves, turbulent 
regime was more similar to rough‒wall boundary layer flow, whereas at full foliage 
development it assumed the characteristics of a typical canopy flow, even if with a weak 
inflection point at canopy top due to sparseness of the vineyard. The row structure of the 
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vineyards allowed deep penetration of coherent eddies within the canopy sublayer 
compared to denser canopies. However, most of momentum was absorbed by the upper 
layers of foliage and consequently turbulent motion in the lower canopy was still present 
but characterized by inactive turbulence. 
The organization of turbulent transport in coherent structures was also highly affected 
by vertical foliage development. The contribution by sweeps to momentum transport 
increased during the growing season where foliage was present. In the empty trunk space 
sweeps became more intermittent when upper layers developed, but their importance 
relative to ejections did not change. However, the level of turbulence organization 
decreased at this height, confirming that transport in the trunk space of the fully developed 
canopy was characterized by weak and inactive turbulence. 
Atmospheric stability showed to have a weaker effect on canopy turbulence statistics 
compared to morphological changes. However, diabatic and structural effects had almost 
the same impact on the organization of transport, both increasing intermittency and 
decreasing the level of organization, especially in stable conditions. The duration of sweeps 
and ejections, detected with the new method proposed, showed to decrease approaching the 
surface but it was not particularly influenced by canopy morphology. Nevertheless, event 
durations increased at low wind speed, typical of nighttime stable conditions. 
From our results we can argue that in the non‒foliated canopy vertical mixing close to 
the ground was similar to upper layers, with deeper penetration of coherent structures. On 
the contrary, in the presence of foliage, ventilation in the lower canopy decreased due to 
drag exerted by the upper layers, dampening vertical transport of momentum and 
decoupling the trunk space from the overlying atmosphere. Thus, in the foliated period soil 
chambers may have experienced\ lower mixing of the surrounding air, especially in 
nighttime stable conditions, with a consequent build‒up of CO2 concentration opposing to 
diffusive transport. This would lead to an underestimation of soil respiration measured by 
this technique. Nevertheless, additional studies are needed to evaluate the similarity 
between momentum and scalar transport in order to extend these results to explain the 
nature of scalar fluxes. 
Today, the availability of precise measuring techniques, associated with powerful 
processing capacity, allows the study of vegetation‒atmosphere interactions with an 
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unprecedented detail. However, plant canopies still represent a complex subject where a 
range of phenomena and processes interact. There, the complexity of plant physiology, the 
intricacy of turbulence and the beauty of plant architecture merge in one picture that will 
continue to stimulate the keen attention of researchers for many years. 
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